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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF WORK STANDARDS
FOR CLERICAL WORKERS
INTRODUCTION
Economic activity of the present day involve men, money,
materials, and machinery. Each of these factors, in the complicated
markets, workshops, and offices of this age, require innumerable controls.
The vast majority of these controls are on paper. The complexity of pro-
duction, marketing, financing and government has increased the paper work
involved in business activity. A business is no better than its paper
work. The statement that the margin between profit and loss can be de-
termined to a great extent in the performance of office work is gaining
more truth each day.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss various devices for
improving the quality and quantity of paper work and thus improve the com-
petitive position of the individual concern. Following an examination of
the scope and nature of clerical work there is a summary discussion of
various programs and devices for accomplishing our objective. There
then follows an elaboration of one device which in the writer’ s opinion
is the most promising of all—the establishment of work standards against
which to measure accomplishment. A detailed case history of the
initiation and development of a work measurement program is then presented.
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CHAPTER I
A. The Scope end Efficiency of Clerical Operations
In 1940 there were 52,020,000 Individuals gainfully employed
in the United States, (l) Of this number, 5*081,000 were classified as
clerical and kindred workers. Included in this classification were book-
keepers, accountants, cashiers, office machine operators, shipping and
receiving clerks, stenographers, typists, secretaries and clerical and
kindred workers not elsewhere classified. Appendix I contains detailed
figures on the breakdown.
n0ffice occupations include those Jobs concerned chiefly
with the preparation and preserving of official records
of a business or industry. The duties of office occupa-
tions primarily consist of clerical or paper work
embracing such tasks as recording, transcribing, trans-
ferring, checking, systematizing, summarizing, analyzing,
or preserving the communications, sales, service or
production records of an office, shop, industry, or
corporation." (2)
It has been estimated that the American economy utilizes annually
some ten billion clerical manhours. (3) The efficiency of the clerical
force is estimated by the American Management Association to be not more
than 60 percent.
"Pair estimates of man-hour efficiency place the range
of productivity at between 5° and 60 percent of at-
tainable, not potential, maximum output. Let us say
60 percent. The remaining 40 percent or four billion
clerical manhours are recoverable waste—waste, more-
over, that can be recorded without substantially in-
creasing salaries paid... the present time-and-salary
bill should yield 40 percent more production." (3)
(1) Statistical Abstract, 1946, p. 181.
(2) War Manpower Commission, Job Descriptions for Office Occupations
(Washington, D.C., Government Frinting Office, 1945), P. IV.
American Management Association, Office Management Series Mo. 98,
P. 5.
( 3 )

The significance of the preceeding statement may he highlighted
by considering the relationship between production and clerical workers.
"In the United States since 1SJO whereas population has
a little more than tripled and the number of production
workers has increased somewhat less than threefold with
a ninefold increase of production, the number of cleri-
cal workers has increased by 5^0 percent." (l)
The productivity of clerical workers has increased, positively,
by the use of machines and modern procedures, but it appears correct to
say that the productivity has lagged, relatively.
"The normal office employee, under proper working con-
ditions and motivation, can treble his output. This
statement appears to be a strong one, but considerable
evidence points to the belief that it is true. Time
studies of office workers frequently reveal them to be
producing but one-third of a reasonable standard out-
put." (2)
The above statements about the general inefficiency of clerical
work cannot be leveled against work in the plant or factory. Why is it
that the country which saw the birth of Scientific Management and is
probably the most advanced in production techniques lags in such a poten-
tially fruitful field? This question is discussed in the following
section, "The Office and the Shop."
B. The Office and the Shop
Office work has seldom been classified in the same category as
factory work. The office was long considered a necessary evil and a
resting place for the incompetent. As the importance of office work has
( 1 )
( 2 )
H.C. Sampter, Motion Study (NYC, Pitman Publishing Co. 19^1). P. 51
•
E.J. Benge, Cutting Clerical Costs (NYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 1931)
•
P. 259.

increased its position has had to he reevaluated. It is now generally
recognized that the office is a production unit whose efficiency will he
reflected in the balance sheet as surely as efficiency in a manufactur-
ing department. (1)
Production and sales have always been considered important to
the success of a business: production because it created something to
sell and sales because it was necessary to find a market for the product.
The office was considered something of minor Importance, which cost money
and made no profits. Of late, however, Management has begun to realize
that if the office is properly staffed and managed it can pay real
dividends in the prevention of waste resulting from lack of planning and
coordination of the efforts of the various production and sales depart-
ments. (2)
There are numerous reasons for the attitude of Management
toward office work. A succinct summarization was made in a paper en-
titled, "The Office - A Production Unit", by J. M. Herrman as recorded
in the Report of the 26th Conference of the National Office Management
Association.
"1. Management has long regarded the solution of sales,
production, and financial problems as its chief
concern, with the result that the clerical opera-
tions have not received the attention which they
rightfully deserve.
(1) Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Policyholders' Service Bureau,
Metropolitan Life Business Organization Series No. 6, Functions
of the Office Manager
,
(NYC).
(2) National Office Management Association, Proceedings of 37 Regional
Meetings Comprising the Twenty-Sixth Annual Conference
(Philadelphia, NOMA, 19H 5 ) , p. 22.

"2. In many organizations there is a lack of unified
control over office operations so that no con-
certed effort can "be given to organization-wide
studies.
"3. Office procedures and practices seem to have many
individual, non-repetitive characteristics in al-
most every particular phase of office work.
"4. Clerical forces generally are popularly supposed
to be opposed to the applications of standards.
"5. The over-supply of office workers and the rela-
tive attractiveness of office workers up to the
war period." (1)
Many authorities in the field of management agree that there
is an increasing awareness of the importance of the office in today'
s
business world. The major reasons for this changing attitude are ex-
pressed in the following material:
"Each year emphasizes the interdependence of plant and
office and indicates new need for the close paper con-
trol of plant production. Because all production starts
with a piece of paper and each stage thereafter is
directed by an order form, paper work has become the
control that helps or hinders the use of men and
machines. Never in the history of business have quick,
complete and authoritative records been so vital." (2)
"The businessman of today wants to know not only what
he owes, how much he is owed, and what he has taken in,
but also, for the sake of maintaining and advancing his
sales, he wants statistics on every detail of his busi-
ness. The modern industry must know exactly how all
business costs are distributed, which transactions or
products yield most profits and which least. Business
managers must find exactly who are their customers, how
and when they buy, and which advertising media most ef-
fectively reach those customers. A single order or a
single transaction may pass through a score of hands
before it finally reaches the files.
(1) National Office Management Association, Proceedings of 37 Regional
Meetings Comprising the Twenty-Sixth Annual Conference
(Philadelphia, NOMA, 1945), p. 22.
(2) A.H. Strieker, Seven Steps Toward Simplified Office Procedures
(NYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 19^2), p. 146.
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"The modern office, to keep in closer touch with factory,
employees, jobbers, salesmen, and customers, pours out a
steady stream of correspondence, instructions and sales
appeals. Only with the aid of new methods and new
machinery could such a mass of data be processed. Thus,
new and better ways of doing not only get work done
faster, but also produce new and better results, and
so create new work and new jobs.” (l)
The increased tendency to consider office work in the same
category as factory work is caused in no small part by the increased in-
troduction of machinery into the office. In recent years the character
of office work has moved closer to that of factory work. The typical
office worker is no longer the personal secretary to the executive;
rather it is the tabulating machine operator, the comptometer operator,
the bookkeeping machine operator, the file clerk, or some other mechanized
operator. (2)
As the business world becomes more aware of the potentialities
of improved management in the office methods of measurement of office
output will be scrutinized. These measurements have, in most instances,
lagged far behind the techniques developed in the plant. In many in-
stances this condition has been caused by the feeling that the office is
a world of itself and that office costs are not an important factor in
overall cost. However, it is becoming increasingly necessary for office
management to develop methods of control and management as tools which
will give top management effective methods for planning and checking the
operations of the clerical side of the husiness. ( 3 )
(1) War Manpower Commission, Job Descriptions for Office Occupations
(Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1945) p. XVI.
(2) American Management Association, Office Management Series ITo. 99
PP. H-5.
( 3 ) American Management Association, Office Management Series ITo. 112 ,
P. 21-23.
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There is no great difference in the aims of the office and the
plant. The former exists only because of the latter: the latter could
not long exist alone in a complicated economic society. The goal of
management is profit. Those who guide business have long recognized the
rules embraced by the science of management as guides to action in pro-
duction work. The adaptation of those principles to clerical work is, with
a few exceptions, of relatively recent origin. The same objectives,
(l) production control and (2) simple production methods, dominate the
purpose of the office manager as well as the production supervisor. The
similarity is further described as follows:
"The office manager must meet due dates established for
cost statements, for mailing collectible bills, etc.,
just as the production supervisor must meet the scheduled
dates for work orders. The scheduling of a clerical job
for production control is just as intricate a piece of
work as in scheduling the production of any item in the
factory. Too, there is the same necessity for arranging
for the material needed to start the process, for the as-
certainment that each element of the final product is
progressing toward the ultimate goal and for planning the
final assembly into the end product. The judgement and
supervisory ability required in an office manager are the
same demanded of production supervision.
"To obtain improved production methods in the shop, the
production engineer uses the scientific method of
analysis. New and improved procedures for carrying out
clerical assignment can also be best developed by this
method." (l)
This section may be summarized by saying that in its peculiar
way the office can be considered a production department which may be
subjected to those methods of scientific management which have proved
successful in other production functions.
(l) N.F. Blair, "Office Methods Simplified", American Business, May 1945,
pp. 12-13 .
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CHAPTER II
CONTROLLING CLERICAL COSTS
The purpose of this chapter is to review various devices and
programs used in an effort to control and reduce clerical costs. Topics
covered are job analysis and evaluation, procedure studies, work simpli-
fication, work standardization, mechanization of the office and work
measurement.
A. Joh Analysis and Evaluation
Joh analysis is an effort to state the requirements of a job
in terms of the nature of the position and the personal characteristics
needed by an employee. Any program of job analysis might well be pre-
ceded by a survey of all jobs in existence as frequently such a survey
results in elimination of duplicate or unnecessary work before time and
money are expended thereon.
One authority suggests that the approach to the analysis of a
job consists of three steps:
(1) Analysis of a working procedure into its component elements.
(2) Justification, elimination, or revision of each element.
( 3 ) Combination of elements which remain in a logical, ef-
fective and economical working procedure, (l)
The same authority lists four tools as necessary in the analysis
of office jobs. These tools are (l) time and motion study, (2) flow-of-
work chart, ( 3 ) clerical-routine chart, and (U) distance-time analysis.
Time and motion study are discussed in Section C of this chapter. Flow-
(l) E.J. Benge, Cutting Clerical Costs (NYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 1931)*
P. 95.
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of-work or process charts are discussed under work-simplification in the
following section. The standard practice followed in the preparation of
a clerical-routine chart is presented in Appendix II.
A simple yet comprehensive description of Job analysis is found
in MacDonald’s "Office Management."
"As the name implies, the Job analysis consists of a
detailed and specific statement of the nature of the
position and of the personal qualifications and
characteristics that one who probably would be success-
ful in the position should have. Thus, such items as a
detailed list of duties of the position, educational
requirements, age, sex, physical qualifications, if any,
starting salary, maximum salary, promotional opportuni-
ties, and other pertinent factors, which together com-
prise tne main points of the Job, are set down... The
preparation of Job analysis is a very considerable
undertaking, especially if all clerical and Junior
supervisory positions in the organization are to be
covered." (l)
A Job analysis may be conducted in several ways. One method
is to have the employees answer questionnaires. On the basis of the
completed questionnaires Job specifications can be made out. This method
does not bring the department head into the work until rather late in the
procedure.
A second method is to send questionnaires to both the employee
and the department head. The latter is requested to give a description
of typical Jobs in his department and name each Job. The employees com-
pleted questionnaires are sorted into typical Jobs and compared with
those of the department head. If serious discrepancies exist several
representatives of each typical position are interviewed and the descrip-
tions verified or corrected.
(l) J.H. MacDonald, Office Management (FTC Prentice-Hall, 1944),
pp. 499-500.
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A third method is to interview each employee at his desk and
to ask him to describe his work. The primary advantage of this method
is that the worker has all his hooks and records at hand and can refer
to them as he talks. The interview prepares a job description which is
given to the employee for concurrence or correction, (l)
In the vast majority of instances job analysis techniques are
applied to existing jobs. It would seem logical for companies to con-
sider the possibility of performing job analysis in advance of the es-
tablishment of new jobs. Such a procedure would certainly result in more
efficient operations from the start.
Closely akin to job analysis, in fact, a derivative or object-
ive of it, is job evaluation. The remainder of this section will be
devoted to an examination of this technique.
A rather broad but satisfactory description of job evaluation
is found in Lytle's "Job Evaluation Methods."
"Job evaluation is merely a convenient name for syste-
matic and impartial pricing in the labor market, quite
closely comparable to modern pricing of merchandise.
The latter is made possible by adequate cost analysis,
the former by adequate job analysis." (2)
A more technical definition of job evaluation follows:
"Job evaluation is basically a statistical procedure
which deals with the proportionate evaluation of a uni-
form set of elements that are common to all jobs—such
as skill, responsibility, physical demands, working con-
ditions, etc." (3)
(1) Ibid pp. 567-568.
(2) C.W. Lytle, Job Evaluation Methods (NYC, Ronald Press, 1946), p. 3.
(3) Advanced Management Quarterly Journal, April 1944.
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Certain general comments relative to the broad aspects of job
evaluation follow. One need not have extensive technical knowledge and
training to evaluate jobs; one must exercise great care and good judge-
ment. Each new assignment will naturally follow previous ones as to
fundamental patterns and practices. However, the approach should be
sufficiently flexible to allow a "custom-made" attack on all details.
It is necessary that the interests of both the employee and the employer
be considered. Whenever an office is organized, union officials should
be consulted with from the start of the job evaluation program. It is
most important that as one gains experience in job evaluation practices
he studiously avoids developing a rigid procedure, (l)
Job evaluation is designed primarily to determine the proper
relative standing of jobs. This job is accomplished by making job-to-
job comparisons of a single factor or element at a time. If the com-
ponent elements of jobs can be correctly evaluated then the total of
those component values will automatically be in correct relationship with
one another.
The great importance of rating jobs on a sound basis cannot be
over-stressed. It is the basis upon which to build up a sound wage
structure, good employee morale and it is certainly the starting place
for the establishment of sound and equitable work standards.
B. Methods Studies
In search for better and hence less costly ways of operating,
management has set about to study the detailed steps of operations in
(l) C.W. Lytle, Job Evaluation Methods (NYC, Ronald Press, 19^-6), p. iv.
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order to devise the most efficient methods of performance possible and
then to establish these methods as standard operating procedures. While
it is true that time and motion study techniques have been applied to
clerical work to some extent, more effort has been expended in the fields
discussed in this section. Any concern which truly desires to increase
the efficiency of its office operations can expect returns from activ-
ities in procedure studies, simplification and standardization of work.
However, before launching such a program, each operation should be
examined in light of the following questions: (l) Can the work be elim-
inated? (2) Can the work be combined? Could the information be included
in some other form? ( 3 ) Can the sequence be changed? If done at some
other time, would time and effort be saved? Only when the preceding
questions have been answered in the negative should a program be initiated
to see if the work can be simplified.
The writer repeats for emphasis, the truism that it is better
to start an operation with the best possible method than to spend time
and effort to improve a hastily set up job later.
1. Procedures Studies
One of the basic tools in any campaign to cut clerical costs is
procedures studies. Procedure study may be defined as the analysis and
recording of the details of how each job is done. The objectives of any
procedure study are two-fold. The first is to establish a written
description of each task performed. This is extremely valuable if used
for no other reason than to train new employees. Secondly, procedure
studies lead to work simplification, as discussed later in this section.
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There is a growing tendency among larger organizations to es-
tablish special departments for the purpose of studying office manage-
ment problems. These departments, staff in nature, are primarily con-
cerned with methods analysis and improvement, (l)
Procedures studies should cover all phases of office work. At
first glance many persons are inclined to conceive such effort as limited
to routine work. However, as the studies proceed it will be found that
many of the so-called special jobs are so dependent upon the routine work
that they can be easily brought within the system. This is one of the
advantages ox starting with large and uniform jobs. Many of the smaller
and special jobs, which it would be almost impossible to regularize by
themselves, easily fall in line with the larger work, (2) It appears
that only that work involving truly original thinking should be omitted.
The most commonly used tool in conducting procedure studies
is a chart to record the flow of work. This device is known by several
names—flow-of-vork chart, clerical routine chart, or process chart.
During the recent war the Army Service Forces developed the use of this
tool extensively. It was said to be of value because it showed the
wwho", "how", and "when" of a whole work process and permitted the ask-
ing "why" about every step.
The ASF program set forth four steps to be used in the prepar-
ation of a process chart. These steps, which indicate what is being
done to a piece of paper, are summarized as follows:
(1) Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Policyholders Service Bureau, Business
Organization Series No, 6, Functions of the Office Manager
(2) A.H. Strieker, Seven Steps Toward Simplified Office Procedures (NYC,
McGraw-Hill Co., 19^2), p. 138.
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1. The paper can remain where it is with nothing being
done. This step is called ’’storage".
2. The paper will he moved from one spot to another.
This is called "transportation".
3. The paper can he examined for accuracy or complete-
ness. This step is called "inspection".
4. Finally, the paper can have some work done on it.
This step is called "operation".
One standard method used to prepare a process chart is con-
tained in Appendix II. This detail is included as one serious stumbling
block to the comprehension of the nature of procedure studies concerns
the development of such a chart.
Whenever procedure studies are initiated and a process chart
is used one question inevitably arises. That question is, "Why not go
to what appears to be the logical extreme and use time and motion
studies?" The answer to this question is found in the following state-
ment.
"It is not necessary to make time studies, in the shop
significance of those words, in order to derive bene-
fits from a time analysis of a production cycle... From
a practical point of view, the extra savings obtainable
from utilization of time study methods may be secured
at too great a cost of office morale to warrant their
use.. One of the simplest devices by which time analysis
can be obtained is by use of a route sheet to be at-
tached to the regular working papers as they flow
through the normal production cycle, (l)
The route sheet, mentioned above, can be utilized either as the
basis for working process charts or as a check after the latter have been
(l) E.J. Benge, Putting Clerical Costs (NYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 1931).
PP. 55-56.
.0
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developed. A route sheet might be attached to each piece of paper to
give valuable timing information. The headings used on a typical route
sheet are set forth in Figure No. 1.
Step Location Time Elapsed Time Completed Elapsed Initials
Rcvd Time Began Time
Figure No. 1
The technique of cutting clerical costs by use of process
charts and procedure studies embraces five distinct steps.
1. Compilation of detailed job analyses
2. Preparation of process charts of present procedures
3. Evaluation and revision of steps
4. Preparation of charts of proposed procedures
5. Preparation of written instructions (l)
The need for constant study, evaluation and revision of pro-
cedures and methods is highlighted by J.F. Blair as follows:
"Research conducted for the betterment of existing
procedures, methods and processes is not expensive;
not to search carefully and diligently for improve-
ment is costly. No business can advance in its
field without the benefits to be obtained from
research, as the effectiveness of a business depends
largely upon its research program None can ride
on present or past success, as status quo insuffi-
ciently supported becomes failure. Success is one
cause of decline." (2)
Ibid, pp. 97-98.
J.F. Blair, "Research as a Cost Cutting Tool", American Business
June 1945, PP. 12-13
( 1 )
( 2 )
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2. Work Simplification
Work simplification may "be defined as the organized applica-
tion of common sense to find easier and better ways of doing work.
Work simplification is not the speed-up or the stretch-out. It does
not call for working harder or faster but for the elimination of lost
motion and wasted effort. The basic philosophy of work simplification
is that the average person has the ability to think, that he can be
trained to use a few of the tools of the industrial engineer and that,
if he wants to, he can improve his own job. (l)
At the 27th Annual National Office Management Association
Allan H. Morgensen said:
"I feel perfectly confident in saying that work
simplification will do more to increase productivity
in the field of office, clerical administrative and
executive work, than any other single tool that you
can use... I believe we have this job of increasing
productivity to a far greater extent in the office
than we have in the shop." (2)
In the same paper Mogensen stressed the thought that office
management should be constantly asking "Why" about each job performed.
The accomplishment of work simplification requires that all
members of an organization join in the search for ways and means to
improve the work. The program should start from the bottom up. The
messenger or the addressograph operator can probably suggest many more
ways to simplify work than can a vice-president or even a department
head. Too frequently employees of the lower grades are brim full of
ideas of how work can be simplified and speeded up. Too often these
(1) American Management Association, Production Series No. 170
, p. 19.
(2) National Office Management Assocation, Proceedings 27th Annual
Conference (Philadelphia, NOMA, 19^6), p. 32.

ideas lie dormant or are given to immediate supervisors and stop there.
If work simplification is to produce it must be carried on by all em-
ployees and for the lower grade employees to take part in the program
provision must be made for bringing their ideas to light.
Work simplification seeks out the process which is the most
efficient by being the least burdensome. It seeks the best way in
which each job can be performed. This search is accomplished in five
steps, as follows:
1. Careful observation of the operation to determine
the elements of the job.
2. Gathering of all facts pertaining to each element.
3. Analysis of these facts in the light of knowledge
gained through observation and past experience.
4. Selection of the best solution of the problem ob-
tained through analysis.
5. Constant and regularly scheduled review of work, (l)
Before a new method is finally put into use as today's one
best way it should be thoroughly tested. If found to be satisfactory,
job instructions should be written to guide workers and training in the
new methods should be given to key employees, at least.
The Federal Government through its various departments cooper-
ated with private industry during the war to develop work simplification
as never before in history. The true story of the effect of this great
program upon which millions of dollars were spent and which saved many
(l) J.F. Blair, "Office Methods Simplified," American Business, May 1945,
PP. 12-13.

hundreds of men from uniformed service has not yet "been written. How-
ever, the elements of the program were sound. They consisted of the
work distribution chart, process chart and the work count. The high-
lights of the program are set forth below. To a large extent this out-
line is based upon the ASF Work Measurement Manual.
Work Distribution Chart
1. Description - The chart shows the duties of each em-
ployee in the unit being studied.
2. Preparation
a. Task List - Get from each employee a statement
of his tasks and the estimated number of hours
spent per week on each.
b. Activity List - Make a tentative list of the
activities being carried on by the unit being
studied.
c. Work Distribution Chart - Rule off a column for
each employee and two extra columns. The first
of these is used to list activities and the next
for entering the number of man hours spent on
each activity.
3. Use of Chart - The work distribution chart will answer
the following questions, all pertinent to clerical costs:
a. What activities take the most time?
b. Is there any misdirected effort? Is the unit spend-
ing too much time on relatively unimportant activities
or unnecessary work?
- 4
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c. Are employees’ skills "being used properly?
d. Are employees doing too many unrelated tasks?
e. Are tasks spread too thinly?
f. Is work evenly distributed?
Process Chart
1. Description - The process chart is designed to show
how each activity is carried out. The process chart
shows the "Who", "How” and "When" of a whole work pro-
cess and permits one to ask "Why" about each step.
2. Preparation
a. A work simplification process chart used four
symbols to indicate what happens to each piece
of paper. These symbols are storage, transpor-
tation, inspection and operation. One symbol is
put on each line. In writing down a process the
proper symbol for the step is marked and symbols
are connected as each step is described. The
symbols are supplemented by written descriptions.
Process charts contain columns for noting the
minutes things remain in "storage" and the dis-
tance in feet something moves during a "trans-
portation".
3. Use of Chart - The process chart allows one to answer the
follovdng important questions:
a. Why is this step necessary?
b. Where should this step be done?
'.
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c. Y/hen should this step "be done?
d. YTho should do the job?
e. How should this job be done?
Work Count
1. Description - The work count is designed to show
how much work is done and assists in scheduling the
work and correcting bottlenecks.
2. Hints on Counting
a. Take at key points or steps
b. Things to count include postings, inquiries, in-
terviews, letters, phone calls, checks, invoices,
files pulled, etc.
c. Ways to count include tally, use of existing
records, recording meters, measuring, weighing,
serially numbered forms, actual count, etc.
3. Uses of Work Count
a. To schedule work
b. To relate tasks. Y/hen the work distribution chart
shows several employees doing unrelated tasks, the
tasks should be analyzed and identified with a
workcount. Perhaps the tasks can be combined into
a new job.
c. To measure the value of various steps.
d. To divide work
e. To spot bottlenecks
f. To demonstrate personnel needs
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g. To stimulate interest. Employees are interested
in the accomplishment of their unit in relation
to other units engaged in similar work.
Work simplification must he supported by top management and
participated in by middle management. While the greatest time saving
contributions originate generally with the workers themselves it is the
supervisory level which must frequently ask the questions resulting in
improved methods.
One of the stumbling blocks which a simplification program
must face is the chagrin which supervisors feel when they discover from
their process charts some very cumbersome routines which they had not
taken steps to correct. Frequently the writer has observed that the fear
of reprimand on this point has led to a reluctance on the part of the
supervisors to push the program heartily. They feel that the discovery
of existing illogical or inefficient procedures immediately marks them,
in the eyes of management, as failing in their jobs. Therefore, any
work simplification program should be launched with the definite announce-
ment that it is intended to uncover and correct existing weaknesses, weak-
nesses for which the entire staff is answerable.
3. Work Standardisation
This section is concerned with the problems of establishing
routines for various clerical jobs. In numerous offices there exists only
one means of training new personnel and that is by the empirical system of
having an older employee do the "breaking in." This method is entirely
inadequate and costly
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It is necessary to the efficient operation of an office to have
all routine jobs carefully written out. It is possible to establish
written procedures for the most complicated jobs. The preparation of stan-
dard operating procedures should be supervised by a top employee within the
division. The operating procedures should be written in step-by-step de-
tail. The ultimate in standard operating procedures is to develop a set of
instructions which will make it possible for an intelligent but uninitiated
person to perform the required mission with but a minimum of supervision.
The great danger in the use of standard operating procedures lies
in the difficulty of maintaining them completely up to date. Another pit-
fall is that one preparing the SOP may consider certain steps too simple or
too elementary to record and yet it is these apparently simple or elementary
steps which often cause the greatest trouble when an employee is tackling
the job for the first time. The preparation of a standard operating pro-
cedure can lead to many of the benefits attributable to setting work up on
a process chart. Duplication of effort and back-tracking are brought to
light. Steps listed in black and white cause questions to be asked and
often result in simplified and speedier procedures being established.
Standard operating procedures are useful in establishing work schedules and
are extremely valuable in determining need for personnel.
One authority on office management has this to say about
standard operating procedures:
"One of the most effective ways of performing office
work is through organized routines. A routine may
be defined as a series of steps in the performance
of work, each step in the series being performed in
the same order and in the same way every time. There
should be a routine for each kind of office work;
..
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wherever possible and all office work of the same kind
should go through the routine established for that
kind of work.” (l)
In setting out to prepare standard operating procedures cer-
tain steps must be completed as follows:
1. Certain employees must be designated to maintain
the SOP' s.
2. An inventory of existing instructions must be made.
3. Uniform form of instructions and SOP's must be set up.
4. There must be established at the outset of the pro-
gram definite means for revising the SOP’s.
5. It must be determined where the responsibility for
the program rests, viz., with section, division,
office, etc.
In February, 1945, the Office Management Association of
Chicago conducted a survey to determine the extent of the use of standard
operating procedures. Only slightly more than half the companies can-
vassed reported using this device. Of the offices using standard operat-
ing procedures there were manuals covering all clerical operations, some
devoted specially to such subjects as personnel practices, typing, trans-
cribing, filing 8nd mailing.
"In 16 percent of the companies with standard operat-
ing procedure manuals, their maintenance is the full
responsibility of a manual or planning department.
In 40 percent of the firms the department head affect-
ed maintains his own manual. In the remainder, the
job is done by the office manager, personnel depart-
ment or a specially appointed committee. Manuals
(l) W.H. Leffingwell and E.M. Robinson, Textbook of Office Management
(EYG, McGraw-Hill Co., 1943), P. 59.
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. are kept up to date in 80 percent of the companies
having them. —About 40 percent of the firms group
their instructions according to subject material.
Department groups are used by 20 percent, and another
20 percent use both subject and departmental group-
ing. Every firm reporting said that its SOP’s ac-
complished the purpose for which they were intended.
Two-thirds of the offices with mors than 5^0 workers
used SOP's, and about half of the smaller offices
had them. 0 (l)
C. Motion and Time-Studies
Time and motion studies are so closely akin that they can be
defined jointly as follows. Motion and time study are the analyses of
the methods, the materials, and the tools and equipment used or to be
used in the performance of a piece of work. These analyses are conduct-
ed for the purpose of (l) finding the most economical way of doing the
work (2) standardizing the methods, materials, tools end equipment (3)
accurately determining the time required by an average worker to do the
task, and (4) training the worker in the newly devised methods. (2)
Time study consists of two broad divisions, the first the
analytical work and second the constructive work. The former consists of
determining every essential movement and pause in an operation. The
latter consists of adding together into various groups such combinations
of elementary motions as are frequently used in the same sequence in the
operation and record and index these groups so that they can be readily
found. Prom the several groups it is comparatively easy to select the
proper series of motions which should be used by a worker in making any
(1) Management Review, March 1945, pp. 81-83
.
(2) R.M. Barnes, Motion and Time Study (EYC, John Wiley & Sons, 1940),
p. 1.
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particular article, and by summing the times of the movements, and adding
proper percentage allowances, to find the proper time for doing almost any
type of work, (l)
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Probably the most basic definition of motion study comes from
the Gilbreths themselves.
"Motion study consists of dividing work into the most
fundamental elements separately and in relation to
one another; and from these studied elements when
timed building methods of least waste." ( 2 )
The result of a motion study program is not a speeding-up of
work. There is a difference between work done at high speed and work
done in a hurry. Motion study will allow work to be completed more
rapidly. Work done at high speed will be perfect work because it is ac-
complished by the elimination of unnecessary and wasted motions. Work
done in a hurry will be poor work because it is a speeding-up of all
operations, both necessary and unnecessary. ( 3 )
Motion study seeks to find the one best way of doing a job
and the best way is usually the easiest way.
The development of correct methods of work as determined by
motion studies has always been to combat inertia. It is particularly
important that the worker be clearly shown that the results will bene-
fit him as well as the company. It is equally necessary that this
promise be kept.
Time and motion studies may be applied to clerical work. It
should be remembered that motion and time study techniques are trans-
(1) Phil Carrol, Jr., Time Study for Cost Control (NYC McGraw-Hill Co.,
19H3 ), p. S.
(2) H.C. Sampter, Motion Study
,
(NYC Pitman Publishing Co., 194l), p.l.
( 3 ) American Management Association, Office Management Series No.
82
, p . 18 .
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ferable, with certain modifications, from factory to shop, 'To support
this statement one can look to the munber of hanks and insurance com-
panies using these tools in wide areas in their offices.
Particular application to specific clerical jobs of the time-
motion techniques are set forth in the following quotation:
"Clerical application of motion study should consider
receiving and distribution of mail (inter-conrpany or
internal communications as well as regular mail) and
bookkeeping and accounting. Particularly in factories
is there a considerable amount of simplification which
usually can be done in connection with the production
orders and instructions issued to the plant, etc.
Beside these general applications, motion study can be
applied, for instance to the arrangement of individual
desks and to the layout of various paper forms, orders,
etc, which are used." (l)
In order to present some tangible indication of the complex-
ity and minute detail of a time study there is presented in Appendix III
an outline of a study taken from Phil Carrol' s "Time Study for Cost
Control.
"
There is undoubtedly a fertile field in office management
for use of time and motion studies. These are important and intricate
techniques. They can be dangerous to employee morale. They should be
started only after their methods and objectives have been carefully
discussed with and explained to the employees. In the opinion of the
writer a person experienced in clerical work should direct the studies.
While we endeavored in Chapter I to point out the similarity between
office and plant work we must not carry it too far.
(l) H.C. Sampter, Motion Study (NYC Pitman Publishing Co., I9U1 ),
PP. 51.
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Time and motion studies have certain definite places in a
program to cut clerical costs. However, it appears that more can he
accomplished through work simplification, standardization and the estab-
lishment of control standards based upon past performance.
Time and motion technique should be applied to planning new
jobs and not limited to the improvement of existing jobs. It is better
to start an operation in the best practical way than to spend time and
effort to improve it later. If enough people who have to deal with the
initiating of new activities can be brought to think in accordance with
motion time study principles, many more jobs will be started in con-
formance with these principles, instead of having to be corrected later
at considerable expense, (l)
D. Offl ce Machinery
One direction in which management can move to cut clerical
costs lies in the efficient utilization of office machinery. The
quality, quantity and variety of available machines are almost unlimited.
The applications of such machines are varied. However, there is a
rather definitely determined limit beyond which machinery should not be
added to perform clerical work. The utilization of office equipment pre-
sents an interesting study in cost accounting. It should be possible
to accurately estimate the cost of the machinery. Depreciation, cost of
special operators, possible machine-developed bottlenecks, percentage of
utilized time should all be taken into account before cash becomes fixed
assets in the form of office equipment.
(1) Ibid, p. iv
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. There is general agreement among writers in the field that
too often machine purchases have been the result of clever selling by
a speciality salesman and not the result of analysis and planning by
the part of office management. Office machines are justified only
when (l) they save labor, (2) promote accuracy, (3) save time, and
(4) avoid monotony.
If wide use is made of office machinery it is necessary that
a carefully devised training program be maintained for new employees.
Machine use in many offices is hampered by the fact that many new em-
ployees are never told how to use machines properly. Every machine
has extra uses, extra attachments, or short-cut possibilities that old
time operators know so well they often assume new employees know them,
too. Since this is seldom the case new workers do many jobs the hard
way because no one has bothered to explain the easy way. (l)
It is most necessary that management determined to reduce
and keep at a minimum clerical costs stay abreast of developments in
the office machinery field. Every proposed installation should be
carefully measured against a cost formula. Only when the four objec-
tives outlined above are assured should investment be made in the new
e<|uipment
.
E. Work Measurement
The Army Service Forces manual of work measurement outlines
the benefits of this management tool as follower
(l) American Business, Jan. 1945, p. 45
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"Work measurement is a tool which makes it possible to
obtain the maximum benefits and results from all other
programs. In spite of a well-planned and executed
work simplification program, in spite of accurate and
revealing surveys, in spite of good job classification
and assignment of skills - unless a systematic method
of work measurement is continuously applied to keep
work load and personnel in balance the full benefit
cannot be derived from these many programs. If more
personnel is assigned to a job than is needed, manpower
is wasted. If too few persons are assigned to a job,
performance suffers.” (l)
It has been stated frequently that unless you can measure some
activity you know very little about it. The possibility of measurement
is said to be the beginning of all science. The science of management
is certainly no exception. When management depends upon s\ich uncertain
and indefinite things as offhand judgments, hunches and luck there can
be no science and but little progress. When the results accomplished
can be measured and compared with a definite standard then management is
approaching a scientific basis. (2)
Measurement indicates accomplishment. It also indicates lack
of accomplishment or weaknesses and allows special effort to be directed
to the necessary spots. Weakness brought to light through measurement
are weaknesses of management and should be treated as such. In order
that an entire organization may most profitably utilize measurement it
is essential that all personnel be well acquainted with this philosophy.
Work Measurement has long been an accepted management tool in
the plant. Its use in office work has not advanced rapidly. There are
(1) Army Services Forces, Control Manual - Work Measurement (Washington,
ASF, I9U5), p. 1.
(2) W.H.Leffingwell and E.M. Robinson, Textbook of Office Management
(KYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 1943), p. 373.
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various exctises, objections, and explanations offered to extenuate neg-
lect of measurement in this field. Among them are the varied character
of the work, the varying time cycle for individual pieces of the same
work, the excessive cost of measurement and the utter inmossibility of
measuring certain kinds of office work. While the reasons for not apply-
ing measurement techniques to office work all contain some validity, they
are all refutable, (l)
The importance of measurement in clerical work is expressed in
the following:
"The measurement of work or effort is the most impor-
tant measurement in an office.. The ability to measure
is awaiting development in office management because
very little progress has been made. Any keen observer
of office work will realize there are elements of work
which combine, and repeat and combine until they pro-
duce routine clerical operations." (2)
The benefits derived from a sound work measurement program
include:
1. Better determination of personnel requirements.
2. Better scheduling of work and shifting of strength to
avoid bottlenecks.
3. Improved utilization of equipment.
4. More stabilized costs.
5. Firmer basis for budgetary planning.
6. Over-all cost reductions.
(1) Ibid, P. 374.
(2) G.M. Dean, "What Is Office Management?", Proceedings of 37 Regional
Meetings Comprising the Twenty-Sixth Annual Conference (Philadelphia,
NOMA, 1945), p. 5.

One further result which may develop from the establishment
of work measurement is one that can well result in considerable economy
That result is the stimulation of competition among the employees. In-
dividuals will seek to post the highest production within their unit,
and collectively they will endeavor to place their unit at the top of
the entire organization.
Thi6 chapter has surveyed briefly several of the most widely
used tools for improving clerical efficiency and cutting clerical
costs. The remainder of this paper will deal with the establishment
of work standards through a work measurement program. Chapter 3 con-
siders in detail the establishment of standards and Chapter 4 contains
a case history of the work measurement program of one of the largest
governmental agencies now in operation.
'... .....
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CHAPTER III
ESTABLISHING- WORK STANDARDS
This chapter is devoted to consideration of various aspects
of the problems attendant upon the establishment of work standards for
office work. The first section deals with the more general details of
the subject. The remaining sections consider the conditioning of both
management and labor for the program, the determination of standards
and the institution, application and maintenance of those standards.
A. General Aspects
Of all the various devices designed to introduce scientific
management principles into office work the one which promises the
greatest results at the minimum cost is the development of work stand-
ards against which actual performance can be compared and upon which
the estimated needs for personnel and expenses can be based.
Almost every textbook on office management touches on this
device but generally the subject receives only cursory attention. It is
the purpose of this section to define the scope of this operating and
control tool.
A "work standard" may be defined as a unit of output which
can reasonably be required of a normal operator under normal conditions.
This definition appears lacking in both acuteness and comprehensiveness.
However, closer examination will reveal it is entirely satisfactory.
What can reasonably be required of a normal operator?
Time and motion studies might be used. However, so much office
work escapes limitation to a routine repetitive performance that more
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empirical means of determination appear more practical. It must be ad-
mitted that office work is much more difficult to measure than most types
of productive work.
Business is becoming increasingly aware of the potentialities
of work standards in office management. In support of this statement
the following quotation is offered:
"The subject of office production is claiming in-
creased attention on the part of office executives.
It seems probable that the practice of establishing
office production standards will become more wide-
spread in the very near future." (l)
Work measurement consists of determining for a given activity
a reasonable amount of work which should be done in a specified number
of manhours, and then regularly comparing the actual amount of work
done to the established standard. Difficulty arises in the selection
of representative work units, and in the development of effective
standards.
The increase in size of offices during recent years had led
to widespread specialization. This specialization allows a wider area
for the utilization of the principles of scientific management. It has
made easier the selection of production areas and representative work
units.
The type of office work most readily measured is that which:
1. Is performed in large volume and is divided into
highly specialized units, each consisting of a
relatively few repeated operations;
(l) National Office Management Association, Proceedings of 37 Regional
Meetings Compri sing the Twenty-Sixth Annual Conference
Philadelphia, NOMA, 1945), p. 77.
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2. Is of a mechanical or mental -mechanical nature;
3. Is constant in volume;
4. Is easily "brought under simple controls to de-
termine accuracy; and,
5. Is composed of units of production which can
easily and simply "be recorded.
It is not necessary, however, to limit the establishment of
standards to work having the above characteristics. Each job should
be carefully studied and its basic operations isolated. The basic oper-
i
ations of each job should be studied for similarities. It will be
found that to a large degree jobs which on the whole look quite different
are composed of the same elements differently arranged. There are, how-
ever, certain jobs which escape standards. Among others are those of
the top planning and policy-making executives and the research analysts.
Even the most repetitive clerical jobs have hidden difference
in operations which at a casual glance appear to be the same. Eor
example, take a simple operation such as typing addresses on envelopes.
The details may vary in several important ways. The copy from which the
address is taken is a factor as is also the particular manner in which
the address is typed. Variables of this sort apply to nearly every kind
of operation in the office, (l)
(l) The Taylor Society, Scientific Management in American Industry
(NYC, Harper and Bros., 1929), p. 194.
';c"
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Standards should be set taking into consideration all the
possible ramifications and variations possible. However, the fact that
simplifications and variations exist should not be cause for failure to
seek to establish standards.
The success of the establishment of a program of work stand-
ards depends in large measure upon the personalities of the individual
or individuals who are trying to effectuate it. This point is develop-
ed more fully in a later section. It is desirable that the work be
directed to those having previous experience and technical training.
On this point the following observations by Charles W. Lytle are per-
tinent:
"Extensive technical knowledge and training are not
necessary in undertaking the development of work
standards, but great care and judgment are impor-
tant. Each installation, while it obviously will
follow previous patterns and practices as to funda-
mentals, should be hand-cut to fit the special con-
ditions and needs of the individual company as to
det ai 1 s
.
n ( 1
)
We now turn from a consideration of the general aspects of
work standards to a discussion of the first point in the program - the
conditioning of management and labor for the fullest utilization there-
o,
B. Conditioning Management and Labor
Any program designed to reduce clerical costs is generally ad-
ministered by the clerical force and their immediate supervisors. It is
at these levels that the program will be made or broken. However, the
degree of success of such a program will, in the long run, depend largely
(l) C.W. Lytle, Job Evaluation Methods (FTC, Ronald Press, 19^6), p. iv
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upon the extent to which it is hacked by top management. Repeatedly,
hooks on the subject of office management will point out this fact. It
may seem strange that top management would do anything other than whole-
heartedly support a plan designed to reduce expenses. The reasons for
contrary action are varied.
In Chapter I several references were made to the fact that in
many business enterprises the office is considered unproductive overhead.
This attitude naturally dampens management ' s enthusiasm toward office
programs.
The writer believes that this indifferent attitude on the
part of top management may have its origin in a different soil. Too
frequently measurement programs have resulted from the engagement of an
outside management consulting firm. The firm entered its work full of
vim and vigor and probably with lack of any considerable knowledge of
its client' 8 general operations and peculiar problems. It set about to
prolong the establishment of a glamorous system of procedures and soon
tied the firm up in a mass of red tape further complicated by high pres-
sure self-appraisal of progress.
Still another reason for the frequently found attitude of top
management toward programs of improved office operations may be the not
infrequent attitude of middle management toward such programs. The
writer has observed that generally when a department or section head is
not quite sure that his unit is doing things most efficiently he will
heartily resent and obstruct an investigation. It is the head of the
well organized, efficient unit who i6 most willing to disclose hidden
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weaknesses. Before a program designed to establish work standards is
launched it is necessary to sell the ideas not only to management but
to the workers as well.
"It was important that our employees become more
management-minded and thus realize that increased
efficiency meant better service. The first reaction -
and a natural one on the part of the general rank and
file - was that, if they would simplify methods and im-
prove our service, they, like Haman, were building
their own scaffold. Don't minimize that factor if
you are seriously considering a similar program. Here
is an educational challenge which must be faced and
answered. The majority of workers still believe that
technology is indirectly responsible for unemployment
in the U.S., though history refutes this contention.
Consequently, it was necessary to explain that a
concern cannot stay in business if its costs of pro-
duction does not meet competition." (l)
Workers without knowledge of why or for what they work turn
out less. A business unable to take advantage of the experience and
suggestions of the men on the job stands still. Workers want to feel
they are part of the team. (2)
Since unionization is spreading among white collar workers
it seems desirable to consider unions' attitude toward work measurement.
"In general, it can be said that organized labor thru
its various engineering and research groups has en-
dorsed work standards. In the preparation of the
material for this paper I contacted the men in charge
of these groups and discussed with them the latest
attitudes on the subject. The people I spoke with
are connected with the unions in both the AFL and the
CIO. The various labor organizations indicated that
although they endorse work standards... they do not
(1) American Management Association, Office Management Series No. 82
(NYC, AMA), p. 82.
(2) American Management Association, Production Series No. 169
, p. 21.

1 fully agree with the current practices. Without ex-
ception, they look to us in the field of scientific
management to eliminate those practices of which
they are suspicious." (l)
It would appear that no work standards program should he in-
itiated without the employees being fully appraised of it. They should
he made familiar with the methods and the objectives. Opportunities
for considering their recommendations should be made available to those
in charge of the program.
The employees should be told the necessity for making the pro-
gram attain its goal. Management should not hesitate to spell out the
fact that the high standards of living we enjoy in this country could
not have been possible without the progress made by management and labor
in increasing production per man hour.
It is appropriate to remark again that one of the most impor-
tant elements in the success of the work measurement program is that the
man or men directing it have the personalities which enable them to en-
thusiastically and simply sell it to the workers. It is most important,
also that the work standards program be a program of evolution and not
revolution. The establishment of standards must be accomplished slowly
and carefully.
C. Determination of Standards
At the start of this section it must be noted that a rather
comprehensive review of authoritative boolfs on office management and a
less exhaustive examination of technical periodicals failed to yield
any concise set of standards for office work. There were data as to
(1) Ibid, p. 34
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typing, mail handling, hut even the standards for these more fundamental
and universal operations are different from source to source. It appears
that the standards to he adopted for office work must he developed on
the spot. There is contained in Appendix V work standards for various
simple clerical operations.
One has several choices in methods for determining work
standards. Extensive use may he made of time and motion studies. How-
ever, these studies are costly and because of the variations in even
the most routine office procedures it is felt they do not offer the
most practical approach. Joh procedure studies may aid in the develop-
ment of standards. It is of course possible simply to estimate what is
a fair amount of work for a given time hut this is hardly a scientific
approach.
It is the writer's opinion that the most practical approach
to the determination of standards for office work lies through a system
of carefully kept records over a sufficiently long period of time to
gain typical experience. In this manner one can best arrive at a deter-
mination of what can reasonably he expected of a normal worker under
normal conditions.
There are three steps in setting standards:
1. The existing method must he thoroughly analyzed in
order to determine points of strength and weakness.
This study will involve (a) the operation, (h) the
method used, and (c) the employee.
.
From the information thus obtained, the observer
may he able at once to suggest better methods, and
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devote his attention to the devising of a new method
which will retain all the valuable points of the old
method and eliminate the weak ones. Usually, how-
ever, the devising of new methods is not achieved
until after a careful study of the information ob-
tained in step one,
3. Having devised the new methods, it then becomes neces-
sary to set standards of output, (l)
Measurement of any kind must be in terms of a unit. The require-
ments of a unit are encompassed in the following points:
1. The unit must be standard and unchanging. It must
be described in definite terms.
2. All units of the same category must be uniform and
comparable.
3. It is not necessary that every unit of measurement
be mathematically exact in all cases, but it must be
sufficiently so to serve the purpose for which it is
intended. ( 2 )
Early in the effort to determine reasonable work standards it
is necessary to adopt certain terms and carefully define them. A mini-
mum of such terms are listed below:
Activl ty - A function conducted within an office.
Operation - A component of work necessary to perform an activity.
(1) W.H. Leffingwell and E.M. Robinson, Textbook of Office Management
(NYC, McGraw-Hill Co., 1943), p. 397.
( 2 ) Ibid, pp. 375-6 .

Work Unit - A physical unit used, to measure the amount
-hi-
of work of an activity or operation. A work unit is ex-
pressed in terms of physical items produced or serviced.
Man-hour - A unit of measure equal to one person working
for one hour.
Standard - That number of manhours selected to accomplish
each work unit for the purpose of appraising an operation
or activity. Standards also provide a means to combine
performance data of operations and activities.
Standard Man-hours - The product of the standard multiplied
by the number of work units completed.
Effectiveness - The standard man-hours divided by manhours
expended.
The ahove definitions, or modifications or elaborations thereof,
are rather universally accepted. In addition, one might add the follow-
ing from Leffingwell:
"Time-Unit - one hour. An 8 hour day equals 8 time units.
Standard operations - Operations are not considered stand-
ardized unless they have been analyzed, improved, estab-
lished, and when a standard rate of production for each
has been set. Unstandardized operations - operations
which have not been studied as above or which are not con-
sidered sufficiently important for such study." (l)
With these basic definitions in mind, one can proceed with the
first step toward determination of work standards. This first step is
to define what is included and what excluded for the activity to be
measured. The second step is the selection of a work unit or units to
measure an activity or operation. The unit selected should be that one
(1) Ibid, pp. 380-381
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which will "best reflect the total work performed by that function. In
some instances more than one work unit may be needed to measure ade-
quately an activity. The use of multiple work units is necessary only
when the various work units require different times to complete and
when the work being measured is made up of components whose quantities
vary during successive recording periods. The third step is the secur-
ing of average hours per work unit. Performance records are kept for a
reasonable period of time. Prom these recores the number of manhours
per work unit representing approximately the upper quartile of performance
is selected as a standard. The staidards are multiplied by the number
of work units produced to obtain standard man-hours. This product
represents the time that would have been required to process the number
of completed work units at the standard rate of perfofmance.
In the event measured operations do not account for all man-
hours expended on a given activity, an additional definition should be
set up under the activity against which unmeasured man-hours expended
may be charged. This control is necessary to avoid charging excessive
man-hours to unmeasured functions. Expression of unmeasured manhours as
a percent of total man-hours expended provides a means to check trends
and to compare records of various activities. (ASF Work Measurement
Manual
)
The determination of work standards proposed by this paper
places great importance upon accurate and uniform measuring of work per-
formed. Since the entire structure rests upon this starting point it is
necessary to consider some of the difficulties likely to be encountered.
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Quantitative measurement is simple to install "but difficult to
sell. Data developed during the original period are usually not trust-
worthy. One starts hy counting everything that progresses or has work
done on it. In any office there are items, units, or cycles which can
he counted on a periodic basis.
These counts should he recorded hy the worker on simple forms, (l)
The more the worker takes part, the sooner he cooperates and accepts the
program. The quantitative report completed hy the employee shows the vital
statistics of what has happened. For example, it may state the number of
units on hand at the beginning of the day, the number received during the
day, the number completed and the number on hand at the end of the day.
"Plans for Measurement fail because (l) the lack of
appreciation that those designing a plan should have
broad clerical experience. (2) Most plans have been
too cumbersome and, therefore, ineffective. (3) Most
engineers assigned to this type of work have attempted
perfection when perfection should have been the last
objective desired." ( 2 )
To indicate the extent to which the activities of a small office
may be reduced in the establishment of work standards the accompanying
Figure 2 is included. Study of this data reveals that there is nothing
too difficult in determining the major operations and units for office
work. The complexity is one of size of coverage rather than anything else.
The case history of a work measurement program presented in Chapter IV is
probably as complex as one can devise.
(1) See Figure 1, p. 15.
(2) G.M. Dean, "What is Office Management ? , " Proceedings of 37 Regional
Meetings Comprising the Twenty-Sixth Annual Conference
(Philadelphia, NOMA, 1946), p. 7.

Operation Unit of Measurement
Stenographic
Taking dictation
Typing dictated letters
Typing phonographic letters
Typing
Cleaning machine
Secretarial work
Dictating letters
None
Inches or strokes as measured "by
meter on typewriter
Same as above
Same as above
None
None
Correspondence
Time consumed or letters completed
Bookkeeping
Handling mail
Posting items
Addressing forms
Operating machine
Making shipping orders
Letters handled
Items posted
Form addressed
Items handled
Orders finished
Records
The operation will vary as the work of the office varies* perhaps there
will be
Posting sales records Items posted
Mail opening Letters handled
Tabulating Items handled
Filing
Filing letters Letters filed
Consulting letters Letters looked up
Statistical and Payroll
Will vary according to May be difficult to determine but
nature of office work can usually be done
Direct Mai^L
Circulars folded
Meter revolutions or items
Pieces addressed
Pieces enclosed
Pieces stamped
Figure No. 2
Source: The Taylor Society, Scientific Management in American Industry
(NYC, Harper and Bros., 192$), pp. bb-bj.
Folding circulars
Machine operations
Hand addressing
Enclosing
Stamping
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It should be noted that one might well limit the establish-
ment of clerical performance standards to those activities which have
the bulk of personnel. For example, an office might employ in its credit
department twenty typists, ten correspondent clerks and one statistical
clerk. It would appear unnecessary
,
during the developmental stages of
the program, to be concerned very much with the production of the one
statistical clerk.
In the program of work measurement being considered it appears
that there is considerable counting to be done. One may ask if this
counting will not interfere with regular operations. The writer can
state from experience that this objection will most surely be raised
when the program is initially discussed.
The following quotation is in answer to the question as to the
allowable cost of counting various items of production in connection with
a work measurement study.
"The counting of the production must be economically
feasible. This counting could consume as much as ten
percent of the worker's time and still be an economical
expenditure in view of over-all savings. Our own ex-
perience has involved the utilization of from one to
seven percent of the worker's time for counting,
depending upon the complexity of the work involved. We
have utilized several methods of production counting,
all of which involve some form of written production
record; we have had all production in a section counted
and recorded by the office boy; we have had the individual
worker count and record his own production; and we have
counted the over-all production volume of a section or a
group; either as the work enters or leaves the section,
based on production delivery or receipt records of other
sections in the production cycle. All methods have been
satisfactory." (l)
(l) American Management Association, Office Production Series Ho. 115 t
p. 12.

There is presented in Appendix III a detailed follow through
example of the steps involved in setting standards on a non-repetitive,
multi -operation job.
D. Institution
,
Maintenance
,
and Application of Standards
The institution of the work standards program should he ac-
complished by a soundly thought out campaign of selling the plan to the
employees. It is absolutely imperative that the workers understand the
program. If the office is unionized representatives should be brought
into the planning from the start.
In getting the program across to the employees it is necessary
that certain very basic economic concepts be made clear; concepts that
because they are so fundamental are sometimes ignored and thus lost
sight of. It must be emphasized that America has prospered because
there has been a regularly increasing productivity per worker. This is
the only proven way in which we can maintain our standard of living. In
a competitive society it is necessary that each business run as efficient
ly as possible. It should be stated sincerely that the individual em-
ployee will benefit as his efficiency improves.
The writer has avoided referring to the wage incentive plans
which so many writers associate with work standards. In my opinion, a
great increase in production can be obtained simply by the establishment
of sound and f?ir standards of accomplishment, making public the results
obtained by various workers, and eventual separation of the incompetent.
The personality of the individual who is to direct the work
measurement program is particularly important. It is far more important
that this person understand human nature than that he be an experienced
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systems engineer. Too frequently the individual directing the program
has not spent much time in operational clerical jobs. How then can such
an individual understand the psychology and outlook of the man who works
at a non-glamorous desk routine job? Both in and out of government ser-
vice and in the military I have observed inefficient and costly conclu-
sions being reached because personnel in management positions tried to
set up work simplification and work standardization programs when they
had not the slightest idea of the operational problems involved. This is
not a plea that only an accountant can set up standards in the field of
accounting or a stenographer in the stenographic pool but it is a definite
statement that management in choosing one to head a work standards program
should very carefully weigh the experience, education, training and per-
sonality of the candidates.
It is not necessary to embrace all operations within an office
in the initial stages of a work standards program. As stated before it
would seem logical to begin in those areas which account for the largest
number of personnel. As the program is perfected in these areas it can
gradually be expanded to all production areas in the office.
It is important that record keeping be made as easy as possible.
It is also important that the records be kept as near the source of pro-
duction as possible. There criteria are summed up in the Army Service
Porce Manual on Work Measurement as follows:
•'Production and time records will be maintained and
summarized at the lowest possible level so that
clerical work can be distributed on a broad basis.
By doing this, the amount of clerical work at any
one place within the organization will be relatively
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light and can "be absorbed by presently employed per-
sonnel. Centralized clerical activities should be
avoided." (l)
Constantly the standards, definitions of units of work and
the system of recording performance must be scrutinized. If the work
standards program is maintained in a proper fashion it will play a vital
part in making the office become a virile part of the entire organiz-
ation, it will place the prestige of clerical work high on the manage-
ment list, and it will give the company added opportunities to make or
increase profits.
After the areas of production to be measured are determined,
a record keeping procedure set up and the program launched there arises
the very important question, "What now?"
In the writer's opinion this is the point at which a good
many otherwise well conceived schemes fail. There is a sound approach,
the problem is attacked with reasonableness, personnel are prouerly
conditioned, the recording system is simple, uniform, and complete and
yet there is very little follow through.
If the office is of any size at all there shoxild be one per-
son, fairly high up in the organization, whose primary duty is to carry
through the program. This person should have complete access to top
management, and their complete support. As the reports are developed
they should be compared with like units and with previous periods. Any
deviation from the standards established, either above or below should
(l) Army Service Forces, Control Manual - Work Measurement (Washington, D.C.,
ASF, 1945), p. 10.
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be the cause for immediate investigation. It is imperative that the
statistics he kept uniform and accurate. The reasons for deviations
should he tracked down.
It would seem possible to utilize the production records to
stimulate competition. Within a unit the comparison would he on an
individual basis. Between like units the competition would he on a
group basis. As the work standard program is refined it may he possible
to develop an overall efficiency index which makes inter-office com-
parisons and competition possible.
A successful system of work standards must he subjected to
periodic reinve6tigations. This is necessary in order to take into
consideration changes in operating procedures, new forms, etc. Each
time the program is reviewed it should he as though the job were being
started over again.
The success of the application of standards to office work
is dependent to a very large measure upon the way the employees accept
it. During the formative days when records are being kept to assist in
the determination of fair standards such help is obviously necessary.
After the standards are set they must be subjected to constant review.
Outmoded standards are more harmful than no standards and must be
avoided.
Work standards can be used to make readjustments in compensa-
tion. They can be the basis for rewarding the most deserving among
both workers and supervisors. It is almost impossible to have a satis-
factory wage and salary structure without these data. Work standards
are also a valuable control tool by which management can watch progress
and be alerted to developing weak spots.
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CHAPTER IV
WORK MEASURMENT PROGRAM IN THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
A. Background
At the present time the Veterans Administration employes over
200,000 individuals. This agency administers a program which for the
fiscal year 194S is expected to exceed seven billion dollars. The VA
has a potential "clientele” of 19 million veterans and their dependents.
It is caught in a squeeze between the ever-present, ever-growing and
frequently unreasonable demands of the service organizations for more
and faster service to the veteran and the equally pressing demands of
the general public for reductions in costs.
The enormous size of the work of the Veterans Administration
can bq, illustrated by one example. In 19^5 the largest commercial cor-
respondent handled 27,000,000 pieces of mail. In 1946 the VA handled
approximately 120,000,000. The 1947 record will probably exceed
150,000,000.
The agency was reorganized during the closing months of 1945.
Numerous control and policy making functions were decentralized from
the Washington Central Office to thirteen newly established Branch
Offices. Branch Office No. 1, located in Boston, has jurisdiction over
the six New England states with four Regional Offices, two Centers and
six Hospitals. The VA employees in the area number 12,800.
Since the reorganization it has been the intention of Central
Office to establish standards of performance for the numerous tasks per-
formed by all segments of the organization. These standards were to be
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used in determining the relative efficiency of one area against another,
to assist in the allocation of funds and personnel, and to attain the
most efficient service to the veteran at the lowest possible public cost.
These goals could be attained only through a carefully developed program,
administered by a central authority in which all comparisons would be of
the same basic data. Various causes delayed the initiation of a work
measurement program by Central Office.
It was desirable that the top management of the Branch Office
have data which would enable it to determine relative efficiency between
its stations, to assist in allocation of funds and personnel, and to
serve as a basis for estimating future needs. However, it was agreed
that it was unwise to launch a comprehensive work measurement program
only to have it replaced by one devised by higher authority. Therefore,
a compromise program called work performance was developed.
B. Work Performance Data
This program was to operate only until Central Office initiated
a nation-wide work measurement plan and established standards therefrom.
The program consisted of measuring work units produced by entire
divisions and comparing the production against the entire personnel.
The following are typical examples: vouchers processed and checks certi-
fied by the Finance Division; interviews, tests, placements by the Per-
sonnel Division; claims for pensions adjudicated, rated and disposed by
Claims Division. The resulting units per employee gave indication of
the relative effectiveness of the various field stations.
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The work performance program had certain definite and
recognized limitations. Units of production were divided "by the average
number of employees during the period. Therefore, no weight was given
to the actual number of hours spent in production as against time lost
on vacations, sick leave or similar categories. However, experience
showed that there was surprising consistency in the percentage of total
time loss on leave, sickness, between stations. It was also recognized
that the results did not portray the distribution of overhead personnel.
For example, in a large office the Finance Division might have a chief
and an assistant chief each with a secretary and 100 employees while the
smallest office would have a Finance Division composed of a chief, a
secretary and three employees. The actual production, in measurable
terms, of the chiefs and secretaries was slight. Therefore, the smaller
office had 40 percent unproductive personnel while the larger office had
less than 4 percent. To compensate for this weakness on the system a
rule-of-thumb was adopted which accepted as reasonable a descending rate
of production from the largest to the smallest office. When a large
office fell below a smaller office in output per employee the need for
an investigation was indicated. This system, despite its manifest
limitations, served its purpose to the extent that the requests by field
stations for additional personnel were several times denied because of
low productivity which subsequent study revealed was the result of faulty
organization, poor supervision or unsound procedures. The chief advantage
of the program was that it was established and maintained without any work
on the part of the operating personnel since all data were derived from
existing reports.
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It can be seen that the work performance program resulted
largely in negative action. This fact was not serious during a period
of rapid expansion hut was unsatisfactory when growth leveled off.
C. Work Measurement Program
The work performance program served until it became apparent
that the Veterans Administration would no longer have an unlimited source
of funds and personnel. Coincidental with the convening of the 80th
Congress all Branch Offices were instructed to initiate a personnel re-
trenchment program. The Bureau of the Budget, efficient watchdog of
federal expenditures, was becoming extremely hard to convince as to the
need for more personnel. At the same time the clamor of service organiz-
ations, based generally upon incomplete and biased investigations, for
more and speedier service was increasing. It was decided then that
Branch Office Number One could no longer wait for Washington to estab-
lish a comprehensive work measurement program. Since time was of the
essence it was decided to pattern a system after that used by the Army
Service Forces during the War, (Reference Chapter II, Section E).
Certain ground rules were determined at the outset. The
data collected was to be used by both planning and operating personnel.
The planning uses would include estimating and justifying the area’s
personnel needs, studying weaknesses in procedures, and determining
organizational efficiency. The operating uses would include scheduling
of work, preventing bottlenecks, and appraisal of personnel efficiency.
It was agreed that, as far as possible, the work measurement report
should meet the requirements of all interested elements while at the
same time, imposing the least possible burden on the operating stations.
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A complication in addition to the size of the undertaking
and the urgent need for speed was the fact that there existed no
standard organizational pattern for the various field stations. Further-
more, existing personnel strength reports were "based upon division and
section lines while the data required "by the Bureau of the Budget were
on functional lines.
Early in January, 19^7. letters were sent to all field
stations. These letters described the need for work measurement data,
set up certain tentative definitions and requested suggestions as to
the areas which should he measured. Information was also sought as to
the most practical units of measure to he used and estimated standards
of production based upon past experience. An outline of the proposed
method of reporting was included. The field station managers assembled
a week later for a two days' discussion of the problem. It was gratify-
ing that this was one instance in which a proposed report by a higher
echelon was not attacked as unnecessary and burdensome. The operating
personnel desired some tool which would enable them to appriase the
effectiveness of their organizations, spot danger points and allow com-
parative checks with the performance of similar organizations. It was
not hard to sell the proposed work measurement report to operating
management
.
The second phase of the work measurement report was to deter-
mine the areas of production to be measured. Since there was need for
considerable speed in getting the report into operation it was decided
that no effort would be made initially to cover all positions. It was
also decided to utilize terms already familiar to the field. Therefore,
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the reporting instructions contained in Appendix VI will reveal some
unusual terms such as "Justification Unit Activity" and "Work Load
Factor." However, these terms are employed by the Bureau of the Budget
and had been used by the reporting stations.
The determination of the areas of production to be measured
was governed by a very practical consideration. Any task which employed
less than one percent of the total personnel and which probably would
not increase in proportion during the next six months was immediately
eliminated. However, there were included certain areas in this group
which it was expected might develop in the near future. (An example
is found in the Property Management Section of Loan Guaranty Division.
At present this activity has but a small share in the Branch* s work but
it will increase as real estate loans are defaulted). Upon the estab-
lishment of the areas of production to be measured the service directors
were asked to reconcile differences in the suggestions made by field
station managers. The fact that there were but slight differences in
opinion on the part of the managers indicated that the items to be
measured were fairly well understood.
Within each production area units of output to be measured
were set up. These units, in keeping with the Bureau of the Budget
nomenclature, were called work load factors. This phase of the work
involved a definition of the activity and of each unit to be measured.
The reporting requirements were rather simple. A daily work
sheet was to be maintained at each point where work load factors were
produced. These were to be summarized monthly on a report for the en-
tire station and forwarded to Branch Office for consolidation and analysis.
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Up to this point no mention -has been made of standards. The
discussion has teen concerned with the development of the ground work
for the establishment of standards. The monthly reports from each
field station will he compared. Where output per man hour expended
runs fairly uniform or where the deviation from the average is not great
it is planned immediately to set the upper limits of the third quartile
as the area standard.
It is hoped that within three to six months standards may he
established for all activities. The stations will he advised as to
selected standards and encouraged to determine their relative efficiency.
The various directors of services will he advised of unusual situations
within their technical control. Procedures will he examined to deter-
mine those which result in satisfactory accomplishments and those
which lead to poor production. All requests for personnel or long
range estimates of future needs will he examined in light of established
production standards based upon area experience.
It is hoped that with the establishment of comparative
standards there will come from the operating personnel requests for
further examinations into procedures and methods for the purpose of
establishing standards of performance. There are many routine jobs
within the agency which should allow of absolute determination of a
fair requirement.
D. First Result s
The first work measurement report, prepared as of February 28,
1947
,
for the month of February, included 75 work load factors and 95
different tasks. The report covered about 93 percent (11,500) of all
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employees of the VA in New England. -Twelve stations reported a total of
1,666,000 man hours.
Analysis of the reports disclosed that in some jobs reported
there was but a very slight difference in hours per unit even though
the amounts of completed units varied from 700 to 90.0°0. However, in
the majority of items reported there was no central tendency whatsoever.
This result is attributable to three major causes: (l) inadequacy of
reporting instructions; ( 2 ) misinterpretation of reporting instructions;
and (3) differences in organization structures and procedures.
A brief description of the method used in tallying the data
follows. There were 12 stations reporting. A 5x8 card was set up for
each work load factor with the title typed across the bottom of the
card. The stations, grouped by category, were typed in the left hand
column. The next three columns were headed "Units Produced", "Man Hours
Expended" and "Hours Per Unit." Posting from the field forms to these
75 cards and the computation of the hours per unit required approximately
16 clerical hours.
Each card representing a different work load factor, was
studied and the range of production determined. Those factors having
an unreasonable range were earmarked for further study. This further
study will consist of three steps. First
,
the knowledge of the analysts
is pooled. Sometimes there are obvious reasons for the out-of-line
stations. For example, in one activity a certain station was way below
the average performance. It was common knowledge that the personnel in
the particular activity were scattered between several buildings end
considerable time was consumed in transporting material. Second
,
the

Service Directors are consulted. Very often they will have informal
knowledge of why a particular activity is out of line. For instance,
when one station recorded an except ionally fine record in the dispatch
with which mail was handled the Director advised us that a new short cut
system had "been installed. Third
,
if the first two steps yield no clues
the station managers are consulted. Frequently they can supply an
answer which fits into the pattern of either step one or step two as
described above. If such is not the case, we move to the fourth step.
Fourth
,
procedural analysts are sent to the field. Their initial action
is to ascertain the accuracy of the reported figures. On occasion it
will be found that the trouble is improper tabulation of data. At other
times the actual procedures will be analyzed and job simplification or
job standardization introduced.
The actual collection of the original data is done by super-
visors at the production areas. The daily tally sheets, summarized for
the month are collected and the summary figures listed. All stations
were asked to comment on the burden imposed by the preparation of the
report. Even with but one month's experience the field unanimously re-
ported that the preparation involved no great burden. In fact, several
stations recommended an expansion of the reporting field.
Based upon our experience we can suggest several general rules
concerning any work measurement program.
1. All employees or units who are to take part in the
program should be advised in advance and be given op-
portunities to make suggestions.
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2. Great care should he taken in the definitions to he
used in order that uniformity in reporting may he ob-
tained from the start.
3. The collection of data should he decentralized as much
as possible, preferably down to the actual producing
unit.
4. Those persons charged with comparative analyses of
the data should have detailed knowledge of the oper-
ational procedures and organization structures.
5. Several months, at least, are required to institute
a sound reporting system. Several additional months
are likely to he required to get a uniform set of data.
6. While the application of management and statistical
techniques are of great value in a work measurement
program the single most important element is a large
application of common sense.
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CHAPTER V
PROFITS THROUGH PAPER WORE
"Someone has said that a "business is as good as its
hookkeeping. That statement might well he broadened
to apply to all the paper work of an office, which
in the long run is reflected in management. Certain-
ly, the best bookkeeping or accounting or the finest
systems of statistical reports and records could never
substitute for good management alone, but, on the
other hand, it is doubtful whether there could be such
a thing as good management in a modern business with-
out the accurate information that good paper work
supplies." (l)
It is important that the management of every concern which
is in operation to make a profit take stock of office production,
procedures and practices in order to see how they can be made to
contribute to profits. Such a study should not have its goal limited
solely to reducing costs of present operations but should look to the
utilization of office operations to actually increase profits.
This paper has described various ways in which clerical
costs may be controlled and reduced. Each method discussed is impor-
tant. In the writer' s opinion the most important is the establishment
of sound standards of work to be accomplished by means of a simple but
comprehensive work measurement program. In the opening chapter
figures were quoted to show that the average efficiency of the American
clerical worker is somewhere between 40 and 60 percent. (2)
It has also been shown that a considerable portion of the
manpower expended by American industry is for clerical operations.
(1) A.H. Strieker, Seven Ste os Toward Simplified Office Procedures
(NYC, McGraw-Hill Co
. 19^3)
,
(2) (See Page 2)
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Clerks on routine jots will have many short periods of idle-
ness which because of their brevity pass unnoticed. This is especially
true of experienced clerks who can skillfully make thirty minutes work
keep them fully occupied for an hour. It is not correct to classify
this action as "stalling”. It is generally done because the clerks
know that if they sit idle, regardless of the fact that poor planning by
higher authorities is the cause, they will generally be subjected to
reprimand. In effect, the clerks are shielding management from its own
errors. It would be much better if clerks were instructed to remain
idle when all their work was done. In this way management might be
alerted to its own costly shortcomings, (l)
It is suggested that every office, large or small, can
definitely improve its profits position if its management will care-
fully apply to the clerical problems some of the basic tenants of
scientific management. Jobs must be analyzed, simplified and standard-
ized. Workers must be given the latest machines which save time and
increase possible accuracy. Above all else, the workers must be given
standards of attainment.
"It must particularly be kept in mind that successful
work measurement is not confined to highly repetitive
and machine operations. On the contrary, probably the
greater opportunity for improvement is in the general
field of office operations which generally involve
only pen, pencil, paper, etc., and demand a goodly
amount of thinking and decision-making. Because it
is not paced by a machine or the apparent repetitive-
ness of large numbers of identical pieces of work, it
is probably lower in efficiency and more susceptible
( 1 ) W.H. Leffingwell and E.M. Robinson, Textbook of Office Management
( 1TYC
,
McGraw-Hill Co., I9U3)
, p. 30.
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to improvement. Furthermore, it is generally the highest
priced of our labor and hence the most costly." (l)
It is possible to set up standards of performance for clerical
workers very simply and fairly without resorting to the expenses and
complications of time and motion studies. This can be accomplished by a
careful recording of areas of production; the systematic and uniform
recording of output over a period of time; and, the establishment, after
analysis has reduced the inconsistencies, of performance standards which
can be used to evaluate the efficiency of workers. These standards will
also permit the scheduling of work so as to prevent bottlenecks and
waiting periods which are wasteful. Their proper application can make
the office an important part of the industrial machine by carrying its
share in the production of profits.
To accomplish these desirable goals, management must be will-
ing to back completely those who are selected to direct the program.
Management must be willing to grant all employees a chance to participate
in the program. Management must be big enough to admit its own mistakes
and welcome the suggested methods of improvement. Great care should be
exercised in selecting the personnel to manage the program. Greater
care must be used to make certain that the program does not start like
a lion and run out like a lamb.
If management is willing to pay the slight price involved, it
can win a ripe prize. In the immediate future when successful firms
will be those which cut down overhead wherever possible, work measurement
(l) American Management Association, Office Management Series No. 115.
P.
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a-Dolied to office work and the development of sound work standards
for clerical workers will he invaluable tools. Throu^i them office
work can he done more efficiently. Profits can he increased by im-
proved paper work.
* * * * * * * * *
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APPENDIX I
CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS
DECEMBER 31, 1940
Bookkeepers, Accountants, Cashiers 971,605
Mail Carriers 122,910
Office Machine Operators 64,178
Shipping and Receiving Clerks 229,737
Stenographers, Typists and Secretaries 1,174,886
Not Elsewhere Classified 1,973,604
"Clerks* in Stores 525,597
Salesmen and Women (Not Traveling) 1,420,100
TOTAL 5,081,416
Source: Statistical Abstract 1946
Table 202, Page 181
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APPENDIX II
STANDARD PRACTICE PROCEDURE TO PREPARE A CHART OF CLERICAL ROUTINE
Object - The object of the clerical routine chart is to present in
graphic form the clerical steps employed to yield some record, informa-
tion, or otner clerical resultant. It is sufficiently large to include
copies of actual records and other exhibits, as well as itemized
descriptions of clerical procedures.
Materials - Ten feet of heavy raanila wrapping paper, 36" wide.
Ruler 18* or longer, with metal edge.
One medium lead pencil; one very soft lead pencil with
diameter of lead about l/8* (or black crayon).
White typewriter paper, size of sheet 82XII.
Typewriter - scissors - soft eraser - mucilage.
Procedure - It is assumed that job analyses of the clerical production
cycle to be presented upon the chart have previously been prepared; that
clerical steps have been carefully isolated, and written out in rough
fom, in their proper sequence.
Spread out about 6 feet of the wrapping paper lengthwise on a large
table having the remainder of the roll at the bottom to permit extension
as necessary. Draw two light pencil lines parallel with the left-hand
edge, and extending the length of the roll. Beginning 10** from the top
of the roll, lay off along the first vertical line distances 3” apart;
if the clerical cycle includes more than 36 steps, use a roll longer
than 10*. At each of the points laid off, draw a circle 1" in diameter.
From the edge of each circle, draw a horizontal line long, extend-
ing to the second vertical which was drawn, and insert arrow heads where
the horizontals contaot with the vertical line.
Use CAPS, type upon paper 8^w wide, the clerical steps of the production
cycle, leaving 8 typewriter spacings between the last line of one typed
step and the first line of the next step. Whenever a record or other
exhibit is first mentioned, assign it a letter and indicate it on the
step. Continue until all steps have been typed. Wherever records or
other illustrative material are to be utilized, type a separate caption
as MONTHLY SUMMARY CARD-EXHIBIT M. Exhibits wider than 17 tt should be
either folded, or reduced by photostatic process.
With scissors, cut up the typewritten sheets so tnat each step, or cap-
tion appears on a separate slip of white paper, approximately lgx8g-”.
Sort the slips sequentially against the horizontal arrows laying caption
sheets to one side for the moment.
Adjacent to slips where exhibits are mentioned, place exhibits with
their respective caption slips beneath.
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Secure approval of department heads, or their representatives, that the
procedure as charted is correct. Then paste slips securely upon the
wrapping paper, using the vertical line as a guide in passing slips
showing olerical steps and pasting exhibits, with caption slips beneath,
close to their identifying steps. Beginning with number one insert num-
bers sequentially in the circles. Print a heading for the entire chart,
indicating the scope of the routine presented; if desired, subheadings
may be printed to segregate logical groupings of steps. With soft pen-
cil, confirm lines to be retained; circles, arrows and portions of the
first vertical line drawn which connect circles. Erase remaining lines.
Sources E. J. Benge, Cutting Clerical Costs (NYC, McGraw-Hill Co.)l931)
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APPENDIX III
OUTLINE OF TIME STUDY OPERATIONS
1. Approach:
2 . Element
Analysis:
3. Time Study:
4. Information:
5. Element
Standards
a. Work thru the supervisor
b. Make appropriate introduction to the employee
c. Thoroughly explain time study
a. Make detailed element study
b. Fix element heading points
a. Record the tine of day
b. Read, watch and record for each element
c. Rate the performance
d. Circle representative reaoings
e. Record all miscellaneous values
f. Time of day at end of each sheet
g. Note unnecessary and waste elements
h. Complete required observations
i. Record time, date, number pages and initial
a* Operator - name and number
b. Part - number and operation
c. Equipment - type, maker’s size, shop number
d. Material - kind, weight, dimension, conditions
e. Tooling - number, set up, size, kind
f. Feed and speed
g. Finish and tolerance, stock removed
h. Suggestions - changes, immediate and future
i. Sketch - if necessary
j. Solicit suggestions from operator
k. Leave operator with complimentary remarks
a. Select representative reading
b. Apply rating and relaxation
c. Record element standards on the study
6. Specifications
:
a* Make trials of improvements
b. Establish standard requirements
c. Determine revisions in time
d. Incorporate changes in manufacturing information
e. Relate element times to specification
—-
-
.
‘
: .
.
appendix III
7. Comparison
Sheets a* Transfer essential information from study
b. Record the ratings
c. Copy the elements standards
d. List miscellaneous standards separately
e. Plot the variables
f . Report revisions of methods in writing
8# Standard Data: a. Select element standards
b. Complete variable analysis
c. Write complete description of application
d. Design convenient work sheet
9. Setting
Standards
:
a. Combine manufacturing information on work sheet
b. Record standard - if operation will repeat
c. Inform supervisor and employee of standard
Phil Carroll, Jr., Time Study for Cost Control (NYC McGraw-Hill
Co., 1943)
‘
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APPENDIX IV
SETTING STANDARDS ON A NON -REPETITIVE. JOB
The job of checking invoices with orders was divided into five
elements as follows * (l) place paper and underline branch name; (2)
check items; (3) fill in blank on order; (4) fill in blank on jacket;
(5) draw line on order and replace papers. In addition, there were the
elements of exchanging a finished job for a new one and recording the
amount of the finished work on the office production record.
There were seventeen main classifications of material, on
which records covering a representative period were kept and the results
tabulated as follows:
TABLE 1
KIND OF
MATERIAL
NUMBER OF
ORDERS
NUMBER OF
ITEMS
AVERAGE
NUMBER ITEMS
PER ORDER
PERCENTAGE
OF ALL
ORDERS
Class A 83,569 137,166 1.6413 9
Class B 25,324 101,680 4.0152 3
Class C 101,966 495,280 4.8574 11
Class D
etc
.
154,661 622,559 4.0251 17
It is obvious that the modal times for Elements 1 and 5 will
always be uniform for all classifications. By time-study observation it
was determined that a satisfactory time value for Element 1 was .06
minute and for Element 5, .05 minute.
Elements 2, 3 and 4 vary according to the condition of the
individual order. To determine Element 2, 3,953 items were checked
during the observed time of 229.01 minutes or at the rate of .06 minute
per item. This value is multiplied by the average number of items per
order in each classification in order to get the time value of Element 2
for each classification. For example, .06 minute multiplied by 1.6413
gives a value of .10 minute for Class A, etc.
Element 3 and Element 4 consist of a large number of variable
parts. It was therefore necessary to make separate observations and
compute averages in order to get at their values. A tabulation of the
results yielded this information (See Table 2).
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TABLE 2
KIND OF
MATERIAL
NUMBER OF
JACKETS
STUDIED
TOTAL TIME
FOR
ELEMENT 3
(MIN.)
AVG. TIME
FOR
ELEMENT 3
(MIN.)
TOTAL TIME
FOR
ELEMENT 4
(MIN.
)
AVG. TIME
FOR
ELEMENT 4
(MIN.)
Class A 173 18.87 .11 42.01 .24
Class B 109 17.70 .16 29.32 .27
Class C 201 25.60 .13 58.57 .29
Class D 149 18.31 .13 38.83 .26
etc.
The determination of allowances for change of job and recording
finished production - including a factor covering occasional cases of
multiple orders matched with the invoices in one jacket - was made in the
same way, with these results; ,03 minute of allowance time for Class A;
.03 minute for Class B, etc. (See Table 3).
A summary tabulation for the whole operation up to this point,
plus an allowance for unavoidable delay taken from "Curves of Unavoidable
Delay Factors" was then prepared as follows '•
TABLE 3
KIND OF
MATERIAL
ELEMENT TIMES
ALLOWANCE
TIME FOR
CHANGE OF
JOB, ETC.
(MIN)
TOTAL
TIME
(MIN)
UNAVOIDABLE
DELAY
TIME
(MIN)
TOTAL
STD.
TIME
(MEN)
1
(MIN)
2
(MIN)
3
(MIN)
4
(MIN)
5
(MIN)
Class A .06 .10 .11 .24 .05 .03 .59 .23 .82
Class B .06 .24 .16 .27 .05 .03 .81 .30 1.11
Class C .06 .29 .13 .29 .05 .03 .85 .31 1.16
Class D
etc.
.06 .24 .13 .26 .05 .02 .76 .29 1.05
It will facilitate the work of record helping and computation
and improve the general understanding of the standard task to have the
rate expressed in terms that will cover all classes of work. This may
be done by weighing the standard for each class according to the percent
age of orders in that class (See Table 1).
The Total of this last column divided by the total of the
percentage column (100) is the standard time to be allowed per jacket of
any classification; in this case, 1-11 minutes per jacket or at the rate
of fifty-four jackets per hour.
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TABLE 4
KIND OF
MATERIAL
PERCENTAGE OF
ALL ORDERS
STANDARD TIME
(MIN)
WEIGHTED STANDARD
TIME (MIN)
Class A 9 .82 .0738
Class B 3 1.11 .0333
Class C 11 1.16 .1276
Class D
etc.
17 1.05 .1785
The general development of standards such as these, involving
research and their application and use through incentive systems, has
been the two-fold accomplishment of eliminating waste, expediting
handling and lowering costs for the employer at the same time that
employee earnings are increased - a definite goal from the very
beginning of scientific management, but only now being attained on a
considerable scale in office and clerical operations.
Source: "Scientific Management in American Industry"
Fuller; "Research for Clerical Operation" pps 69-73
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APPENDIX V
EXAMPLES OP STANDARDS POR
SIMPLE CLERICAL OPERATIONS
TYPING
1. The standard output for typing letters from phonograph dictation or
from snorthand notes is two hundred square inches per hour, in pica type,
a square inch of pica typewriting "being one line six inches long, or six
lines, eacn one inch long. Another typical standard is: typing envelopes
240 per hour.
Source: Taylor Society, Scientific Management in American Industry
, p. 194
2. Transcribing from longhand text: If the copy is legible, it should
not take much longer to transcribe from longhand tnan from typed text; yet
there are more pages to handle for the same amount of material and there
is variation in kinds of handwriting for which an allowance from the basic
standard for transcribing from snorthand, dictaphone or typed text is made.
Source: A. H. Strieker, Seven Steps Toward Simplified Office Procedures
3. Transcribing from figures on ruled reports : This requires more time
than transcribing text, because tne paper requires more careful alignment
and figures are read by individual digets in ever-changing sequence, while
text is made up of familiar letter combinations.
Source: Ibid
4. Standards for typing
KIND 0? WORK
TIME
PER 100 STROKES
(IN HOURS)
STANDARD HOURS PER
100 SQ. INCHES
SINGLE SPACING
PICA ELITE
Transcribing (shorthand or 0.0083 0.500 0.600
dictaphone)
Copying longhand text 0.0100 0.600 . 0.724
Copying typed text 0.0083 0.500 0.600
Figures (on ruled reports) 0.0167 1.000 1.200
Inserting and removing paper Per 100 operations 0.210
Inserting and removing carbon Per 100 operations 0.250
Source: Ibid
0 ' **
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BILLING
Standards for tilling jots are simply composites of pricing, figuring,
and typing standards plus an allowance for handling the till set. The
tatle telow shows a method for arriving at time standards for 100 in-
voices. In this jot it is assured that tne operator is using visible
record panels as price mediums and nas memorized prices for 75^ of the
items and that snap-out forms and a typewriter are used. No allowance
is made for asseratlying the original papers, since it is supposed that
they are delivered to the desk of tne tilling clerk. In this particular
jot it is also assumed that checking and distri outing of the copies are
done by another operator.
ELEMENT
TOTAL NUMBER
OE
OPERATIONS
STANDARDS
PER 100
UNITS (HOURS)
TOTAL TIME,
STANDARD
HOURS
Pricing 250 0.238 0.5950
Ext ending 250 0.291 0.7275
Writing extension 250 0.111 0.2775
Adding to total of invoice 100 0.059 O.O59O
Applying discount to total 100 0.248 0 . 2480
Writing net amount 100 0.111 0.1100
Inserting and removing
till set 100 0.210 0.2100
Typing 400 1.200 4.8000
TOTAL - - 7.0280
Source: Ibid
OPENING AND SORTING MAIL -V .
’
This operation includes handling of incoming mail, sucn as letters, re-
ports, statements, and orders, and sorting them into the mail trays for
proper distribution. The standards of time are based on the operation of
a small mailing section of a general office and will not apply to tne
operation of a general mail room for a large organization where automatic
machinery is used.
KIND STANDARD HOURS PER
OP WORK 100 OPERATIONS
Opening Mail 0.l40
Sorting Mail 0.280
Source: Ibid

APPENDIX V
MISCELLANEOUS
1. Affixing postage stamps, 4,900 per hour
2. Opening mail, 140 standard hours per 100 operations.
3. Sorting mail, 280 standard hours per 100 operations.
Source: It>id
.,
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APPENDIX VI
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF WORK MEASUREMENT REPORT
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION - BRANCH OFFICE NUMBER ONE- BOSTON, MASS.
1, Purpose of Report - This report is designed to bring together units
of work completed and man hours expended thereon in order that manage-
ment may have sound measures for comparing performances from month to
month, both intra- and inter-station and for estimating future person-
nel requirements* Wherever possible, the nomenclature used in this
report is that of the Quarterly Estimate of Ceiling Personnel Require-
ments FEB-3-S (Refer to List No. 2, "Activity Breakdown").
2* Coverage - This report will be prepared by all Regional Offices,
Centers and Hospitals. Stations having Sub-Regional Offices will pre-
pare consolidated reports*
3. As Of and Due Dates - A report will be prepared as of the last day
of each month for that month and will be forwarded so as to reach this
office not later than the eighth working day after the "as of" date.
The first report will be prepared as of February 28, 1947.
4. Number of Copies - The report will be prepared on VA Form BO-P-2 84
in quadruplicate
.
(a copy of this form is attached as Exhibit A).
The original and first two copies will be forwarded to this office.
Coordination and Planning Service, Attn: Research Division. The
third copy will be retained by the preparing office.
5. Instructions for Preparation of the Report
a. Columnar Entries
(1) Column A - Justification Unit Activity Subdivision -
There will be listed in this column the justification
unit activity subdivisions applicable to the reporting
station* (See paragraph 5b) To assist in Branch Office
summarization, each Justification Unit Activity will be
typed in this column immediately preceding the subdivi-
sions. No other columnar entries will be made on the
lines containing activities description.
(2) Column B - Work Load Factors - There will be listed in
this column the workload factors to be measured for each
subdivision in Column A. (See paragraph 5b) Note : In
the instances where two or more workload factors apply
to a single subdivision, but one entry need be made in
Column A*
(3) Column C - Work Load Factors Produced - There will be
entered in this column the workload factors produced
during the month. If suggested data sheets are used
this figure will be taken from Total Line, Column 9.
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(4) Column D - Total Man Hours Expended - Enter in this column,
opposite the appropriate workload factor the total number
of man hours expended by all employees engaged in the
activity during the month. Time reported will include all
personnel listed in paragraph 5b. If suggested data sheet
is used, this figure will be taken from Total Line, Column
8 .
(5) Columns E through H - These columns will be left blank
pending further instructions#
b# Line Entries - There is listed below the justification activity
unit subdivisions and workload factors to be covered by this
report. Each station will report only those activities appli-
cable to its operations# Activity subdivisions and workload
factors will be typed on Form BO-P-284 in the same order as
they appear below.
(1) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY - ADMINISTRATIVE
(a) Justification Unit Activity Subdivision -(Hereafter
referred to as JUAS - C-Number Assignment
1 . Definition:
2. Work Load Factor
Definition
:
3. Work Load Factor:
Assigns C-nnmber, prepares and
assembles folder, strips,
routes forms, assembles and
maintains necessary records.
(Hereafter referred to as WLFD)
Each C-number assigned.
(Hereafter referred to as WLF)
C-number.
(b) JUAS - Files Unit
1# Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. THE:
Supervises and operates files,
maintains neoessary records.
Each case folder filed or
withdrawn#
Case folder. Total of Lines
22, 23 and 24, VA Form 7325.
(c) JUAS - Transfer Unit
1# Definition: Analyzes, checks for complete-
ness, maintains necessary
records, and processes case
folders to be transferred in
or out of station.
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2. WLFD: Each case folder transferred in or
out*
3. WLF: Case folder. Total of Lines 26 and
27, VA 3-7323.
(d) JUAS - Correspondence
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Analyzes and processes correspond-
ence (other than the transfer
activity). Does not include typing
Each piece of correspondence result-
ing in an activity.
Piece of correspondence.
(e) JUAS - Typing
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. YfLF:
Supervises, types forms, requests,
letters as indicated by analyzer
check sheet or correspondex, and
reviews for accuracy.
Bach form, letter or other document
typed.
Document
•
(f) JUAS - Communication (Receipt and Dispatch)
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervises and receives, opens,
dates, stamps, sorts and dispatches
mail, telegrams, parcel post, etc.
Maintains necessary records.
Each peice of mail or message pro-
cessed in or out. Each enclosure
shall be considered one piece.
Piece. Total Line 15. VA Form
3-7323.
g
JUAS - Index
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
. WLF:
Supervises, maintains the Index File,
enters or makes references, prepares
dummy record, records on card or
material and routes.
Each Index reference of all types
made.
Reference. Total Line 16. VA 3-7323.3
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(h) JUAS - Correspondence Files
1« Definition}
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Maintains, operates the military-
records and pending correspondence
files.
Each piece of material filed or
withdrawn.
Piece. Prepare fully.
(i) JUAS - Travel and Transportation
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Maintenance operations in connection
with issuance transportation re-
quests, meal and lodging tickets and
voucher preparation covering payment
for these services.
Each transportation request, meal
or lodging ticket processed.
Transportation request, meal or
lodging ticket.
( j) JUAS - Publications
1* Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervises, reproduces, issues, re-
ceives all forms and publications.
Number of publications which include
circulars, forms, form letters, etc.,
issued from publications unit.
Each publication issued.
(2) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: CONTACT
(a) JUAS - Contact
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervises and provides information
and assistance to the public through
personal contacts, telephoning and
correspondence, prepares such re-
ports as are necessary.
Each contact made with the public
by telephone, by letter, by personal
contact
.
Each contact.
(3) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: FINANCE
(a) JUAS - Employee Accounts
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1. Definition: Supervises and maintains payroll
records; prepares, certifies pay-
rolls; maintains individual earn-
ing record cards; income tax
records; schedules for issuance of
saving bonds; supervision of time
and leave records; prepares related
reports and statements as necessary;
prepares and maintains retirement
records; preparation and mainten-
ance of payroll control registers*
2. WLFD: Each salary account on the payroll
at the end of the reporting period
(includes all classes)*
3* WLF: Salary accounts*
(b) JUAS - Accounting
1* Definition: Supervises and maintains the con-
trol accounts, prepares and veri-
fies all schedules, maintains
allotment ledger, performs cost
accounting function, prepares
budgetary and fiscal reports,
maintains files of basic account-
ing documents.
2. WLFD: Each line item posted to a schedule
of disbursement.
3. WLF: Line item.
(c) JUAS - Voucher Examination
1. Definition: Supervises ana examines expenditure
documents, (except payrolls, com-
pensation, pension and subsistence
allowance vouchers), certifies
vouchers other than above, examines*
records and maintains files of con-
tracts and leases. Assembles data
and prepares suspensions and main-
tains correspondence pertaining to
miscellaneous vouchers.
2. WLFD: Each voucher disposed of*
3* WLF: Voucher.
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( d ) JUAS - Patients Account
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF
:
Supervises, prepares, maintains all
individual patients' funds ledger
accounts.
Each patient account at the station
at the end of the reporting period.
Account,
(e) JUAS - Beneficiary Award Accounts
1, Definition: Supervises, maintains payees index,
handles inquiries, maintains indi-
vidual award accounts files, veri-
fies accuracy of book runs and
posts to account card, computes and
vouchers amended and initial awards;
records actions affecting status of
awards, maintains “future change”
files*
2, WLFD: Each active award account card main-
tained at the end of the reporting
period,
3, WLF: Award Account Card,
(4) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: PERSONNEL
(a) JUAS - Classification
1, Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Defines, describes, reviews and
analyses, classifies existing and
new positions. Makes inventories
and surveys. Administers the effi-
ciency rating operation.
Each position action processed
other than efficiency reporting.
VA 75 processed.
No. positions surveyed (report man
No. individual classi- (hours
fication actions (against each
(factor
(separately
(b) JUAS - Placement
1, Definition: Recruits, selects, examines and
determines qualification of per-
sonnel and maintains necessary
records.
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2. WLFD: Each placement interview made,
whether in-service transfer or by
recruitment.
3. WLF: Each interview.
(c) JUAS - Employee Relations
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Provides counsel, administers
grievance program, employee infor-
mation program, conducts studies as
requested on matters of discipline,
absence, etc.
Number of interviews me.de during
month.
Each interview.
(d) JUAS - Training
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Determines plans, organizes, admin-
isters and evaluates the training
courses at the station.
Number of instructor -hours of train-
ing given each month.
Number of instructor-hours.
(
e
)
JUAS - Administrative
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Performs the clerical processing of
personnel actions, maintains records
and files and prepares reports re-
quired.
Number of journal aotions completed.
Each journal action.
(f) JUAS - Personnel
1. Definition: Administers a complete personnel
program for the station including
such activities as classification,
recruitment and placement, employee
relations, training, health and
safety, and general administration
such as processing personnel actions,
maintaining files and records, main-
taining positions and personnel con-
trols and preparing reports. Includes
Personnel Officer, Assistant Person-
nel Officer and clerical assistants.
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2, WLFD: The daily number of full time em-
ployees on the rolls of the station
during the reporting period.
3. WLF: Employee.
(5) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
AND EDUCATION
(a) JUAS - Registration and Research
1. Definition: Supervision and processing of all
P.L. 346 and to a United extent
P.L. 16 cases.
2. WLFD: Measurable operations, i.e.:
P.L. 346 cases disposed of during
month (eligibility determined) or
P.L. 16 and 346 cases suspended
during month or P.L. 346 and P.L.
16, 1907 Forms forwarded to Finance
during month or P.L. 16 cases for-
warded to Advisement during the
month or P.L. 16 cases rehabilita-
ted during the month.
3. WLF: Each operation.
(b) JUAS - Advisement and Guidance
1. Definition: Number of veterans advised during
the month.
2. WLFD: Number of advisements completed.
3. WLF: Each advisement completed.
(c) JUAS - Education and Training
1. Definition: Number of veterans in training, end
of month P.L. 16 and 346.
2. WLFD: Number of veterans in training at
end of month.
3. WLF: Each veteran in training at end of
month.
(d) JUAS - Training Facilities
1. Definition: Supervision, investigations approv-
ing of institutions and placing of
contracts with training establish-
ments.
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2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
P.L. 16 and 34S contracts in force
end of month or institutions on
approved list end of month or job
training establishments on approved
list end of month.
Each contract in force, institution
approved and job training estab-
lishment approved.
(6) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY : LOAN GUARANTEE
(a) JUAS - Loan Guarantee
1* Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
All operations in Loan Guarantee
Division except supervision by
division head only.
Each loan committed.
Committed loan.
(7) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITIES: SPECIAL SERVICES
(a) JUAS - Recreation and Entertainment
1. Definition: Develops, plans, reports, supervises
and operates program of recreation
and entertainment at the station.
2. WLFD: Average number of patients and aver-
age number of employees at the sta-
tion during the reporting period.
3. WLF: Average patients plus average em-
ployees.
(b) JUAS - Athletics
1. Definition: Develops, plans, reports, operates
and supervises the athletic program
at the station.
2. WLFD: The number of patients cleared for
participation plus the average num-
ber of employees who participate in
the athletic program.
3. WLF: Patients cleared plus the average
number of employees.
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(c) JUAS - Chaplaincy
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF
:
Administers religious program of
station to patients and employees;
includes religious services, bedside
visits and all other contacts*
(1) Each visit to patients in
wards, conference with patients in
office, contact with families of
patients, etc.
(2) Each Sunday service, weekday
service. Holy Communion, group
discussion, etc.
(l) Each patient personal contact
and average number of employees.
(d) JUAS - Library
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Develops, plans, reports, supervises
and operates the general and medical
library activities at the station.
(1) Each time a medical or general
book or periodical is circulated.
(2) The classification and catalog-
ing of newly acquired books and
periodicals during the month.
(1) Circulation.
(2) Newly acquired books.
(e) JUAS - Canteen
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Reports, supervises and operates
program of Canteen Service at Field
Station level.
Monthly average number of patients
and employees.
Average number of patients and
employees.
(8) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: UTILITIES
(a) JUAS - Building and Grounds
1. Definition: Maintaining improved grounds, walks,
decorative gardens, roads and other
outside areas including snow removal.
(Does not include farm acreage.)
..
-
. t
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1. (Cont'd)
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervising and maintaining build-
ings; includes carpentry, painting,
plumbing, steam fitting and metal
working, other than new construc-
tion. Janitorial service.
Each acre of improved ground main-
tained. Each square foot of build-
ing space maintained.
Acre. Cubic foot.
(b) JUAS - Fire and Police Protection
1. Definition: Organizes, administers, trains and
provides fire fighting end protection
at the station.
2. WLFD: Acres and number of buildings.
3. WLF: Each acre and each building.
(o) JUAS - Automotive Equipment Maintenance
1. Definition: Performs maintenance function, main-
tenance and ohauffeur function for
the automotive vehicles on the
station.
2. WLFD: Number of pieces of automotive
equipment at the end of the report-
ing period.
3. WLF: Each piece.
( d ) JUAS - Central Power Plant
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervises, maintains, operates, re-
pairs the central power plant.
Pounds of steam produced for the
month.
Pounds of steam.
(e) JUAS - Laundry
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Supervising and operating the laundry,
requisitioning, storing and issuing
laundry supplies, preparing reports.
Includes maintenance work performed
by laundry mechanics.
Each piece of laundry.
Piece.
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(9) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: CLAIMS
(a) JUAS - Rating Boards
1.
Definitions Determines entitlement of service
incurrence and evaluation of degree
of disability in all cases of dis-
ability compensation and pension
and entitlement to permanent and
total disability benefits by reason
of nonservice incurred disabilities.
2* WLFD: Number of dispositions of all cate-
gories handled by rating board
members.
3. WLF: Each disposition.
(b) JUAS - Rating Boards (Stenographic and Clerical)
1. Definition: Schedules appearances, performs
secretarial and clerical duties as
requested by the rating board.
2. WLFD: Number of dispositions of all cate-
gories handled by rating boards.
3. WLF: Each disposition.
(c) JUAS - Authorization
1. Definition: Reviews and prepares and processes
all documents to complete the action.
2. WLFD: Number of authorization actions
completed*
3* WLF: Each authorization action.
(d) JUAS - Screening and Development
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Screens, segregates and takes neces-
sary action to prepare cases for
rating board action.
Each case referred to the Soreening
and Development Unit by tally.
Each case*
(e) JUAS - Abstract
1* Definition:
2. WLFD:
. WLF:
Maintains and posts all actions to
status card. Prepares necessary
reports.
Each posting or reference made to
an abstract card*
Each reference.3
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(10) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY i SUPPLY
(a) JUAS - Procurement
1. Definition: Preparation and processing of pur-
chase orders, vouchers, requisi-
tions, proposals, contracts. Bills
of Lading and maintaining these
records.
2. WLFD: Each purchase order and requisition
and voucher processed.
3. WLF: Each purchase order and requisition
and voucher*
(b) JUAS - Property Accounting
1. Definition: Prepares, posts and maintains stock
records, memorandum receipts, prop-
erty issue slips, reports of survey,
inventories and adjustment vouchers,
monthly drop vouchers for burial
flags and maintenance of stock con-
trol records.
2. WLFD: Number Property Vouchers processed
(including Trainee Vouchers).
3. WLF: Property Voucher*
(c) JUAS - Storage and Issue
1. Definition: Receives, inspects, issues, packs,
ships supplies and equipment.
Stores, inspects and enters identi-
fication markings. Inventories as
necessary.
2. WLFD: Each pound of equipment or supplies
received as shown by Government Bill
of Lading, not including fuel.
3. WLF: Each pound received.
(11) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: ALL ACTIVITIES OF THE CHIEF
ATTORNEY’S OFFICE
(a) JUAS - Chief Attorney’s Office
1. Definition: Recognition or appointment of fidu-
ciaries, supervision of the estates
of incompetent and minor beneficia-
ries and the conduct of field
examinations.
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2. WLFD: (a) Number of wards and fiduciaries
as of last day of reporting period,
(b) Number of Field Examinations
made
.
3. WLF: (a) Wards and Fiduciaries.
(b) Field Examinations.
(12) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVI TY~ : HOSPITAL
(a) JUAS - Registrar
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Embraces all administrative activi-
ties pertaining to patients during
the term of hospitalization.
(1) Each patient admitted.
(2) Each patient discharged.
(3) Any other administrative
actions resulting from ohanges in
patient status during term of
ho spitali zat ion
•
(4) Average patient census.
(1) Admissions.
(2) Discharges.
(3) Changes in patient status.
(4) Average patient census.
(b ) JUAS - Medical and Clinical Offices
1* Definition: Furnishes diagnostic and therapeutic
care to all categories of patients
in the hospital. Operates clinical
facilities (orthopedic, general
medicine, neuropsychiatric, etc.).
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical person-
nel whose specific functions are
solely confined to the sub-activity*
2. WLFD: Average number of patients.
3. WLF: Patients.
(c) JUAS - Dental Service
1. Definition: Furnishes diagnostic and therapeutic
services in the field of dentistry.
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical personnel
whose specific functions are solely
confined to the sub -activity.
.»
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2. WLFD: Each sitting, whether treatment or
oral examination,
3, WLF: Sittings.
(d) JUAS - Nursing
1* Definitions
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes nursing services in the
various professional and technical
units# Includes clerical personnel,
except ward secretaries and excludes
ward attendants.
Each patient attended#
Patients.
(
e
)
JUAS - Ward Attendants
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes attendant services in the
various professional and technical
units.
Each patient attended.
Patients.
( f
)
JUAS - Social Service
1. Definition: Helps patient overcome those social
and emotional problems which inter-
fere with his adjustment to hospital
conditions and with his recovery.
Investigates social and economic
background of beneficiaries as re-
quested by other professional and
adjudication sources within the VA
and by other accredited agencies.
Includes secretaries# stenographers,
typists and other clerical person-
nel whose specific functions are
solely confined to the sub-activity#
2# WLFD: Total number of case work interviews
held during month#
3# WLF: Case work interviews.
(g)
JUAS - Dietetic Service
1. Definition: Procures, stores, issues food and
prepares meals for patients and
operating personnel of the hospital.
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1. (Coat'd)
2. WLFD:
3. WLF;
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical personnel
whose specific functions are solely
confined to the sub-activity.
Each meal served.
Meals.
(h) JUAS - Clinioal Laboratory
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. Y/LF:
Performs various laboratory tests
to assist in diagnosis and treatment
of disease. Includes secretaries,
stenographers, typists and other
clerical personnel whose specific
functions are solely confined to
the sub-activity.
Each test performed.
Tests.
(i) JUAS - X-Ray
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Provides X-ray service for the Medi-
cal Division# Includes secretaries,
stenographers, typists and other
clerical personnel whose specific
functions are solely confined to
the sub -act ivi ty
•
Number of exposures made during
month.
Exposures.
( j) JUAS - Pharmacy
1 .
2 .
3.
Definition: Furnishes pharmaceutics to benefi-
ciaries on prescription and main-
tains adequate stocks of approved
diagnostic and therapeutic drugs.
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical person-
nel whose specific functions are
solely confined to the sub-activity.
WLFD: Each prescription filled.
WLF: Prescriptions.
--
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(k) JUAS - Medical Rehabilitation
1. Definition: Furnishes facilities for physical
therapy, occupational therapy, cor-
rective physical rehabilitation,
educational retraining and shop re-
training treatments for patients in
the hospital. Includes secretaries,
stenographers, typists and other
clerical personnel whose specific
functions are solely confined to the
sub -activity
.
2. WLFD: Each physical therapy, occupational
therapy, corrective physical rehabi-
litation, educational retraining and
shop retraining treatment rendered
by physiatrist or technician.
3. WLF: Treatments.
(13) JUSTIFICATION UNIT ACTIVITY: OUTPATIENT
(a) JUAS - Physicians
1« Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes diagnostic and therapeutic
services in the fields of general
medicine, general surgery, other
medical specialties and neuropsychi-
atry (except mental hygiene clinic.)
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical personnel
whose specific functions are solely
confined to the sub -activity.
Each examination and treatment ren-
dered by a physician.
Examinations and treatments.
(b) JUAS - Dental
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes diagnostic and therapeutic
services in the field of dentistry.
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical personnel
whose specific functions are solely
confined to the sub-activity.
Each sitting whether treatment or
oral examination.
Sittings.
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(c) JUAS - Social Service (Other Than Mental Hygiene)
1* Definition: Helps patient overcome those social
and emotional problems which inter-
fere with his medical recovery and
adjusted to social conditions* In-
vestigates social and economic back-
ground of beneficiaries as requested
by other professional and adjudica-
tion sources within the VA and by
other accredited agencies. Includes
secretaries, stenographers, typists
and other clerical personnel whose
specific functions are solely con-
fined to the sub -activity
.
2. WLFD: Total number of case work interviews
held during month.
3. WLF: Case work interviews.
(d) JUAS - Clinical Laboratory
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Performs various laboratory tests to
assist in diagnosis and treatment of
disease. Includes secretaries, steno-
graphers, typists and other clerical
personnel whose specific functions
are solely confined to the sub-acti-
vity.
Each test performed.
Tests.
(e) JUAS - X-Ray
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Provides X-ray service for the Medi-
cal Division. Includes secretaries,
stenographers, typists and other
clerical personnel whose specific
functions are solely confined to the
sub-activity.
Number of exposures made during the
month
.
Exposures.
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(f ) JUAS - Pharmacy
!• Definition:
2. WLFD:
3 . VtfLF
:
Furnishes pharmaceutics to benefi-
ciaries on prescription and main-
tains adequate stocks of approved
diagnostic and therapeutic drugs.
Includes secretaries, stenographers,
typists and other clerical person-
nel whose specific functions are
solely confined to the sub-activity.
Each prescription filled.
Prescriptions.
(g) JUAS - Nursing
1 • Defini ti on
:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes nursing service in the
various professional and technical
units.
Each patient attended.
Patient.
(h) JUAS - Physical Therapy
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Furnishes physical therapy to benefi-
ciaries referred to it by other pro-
fessional units. At stations where
a Doctor of Physical Medicine is on
duty, diagnoses and prescriptions are
provided* Includes secretaries,
stenographers, typists and other
clerical personnel whose specific
functions are solely confined to the
sub-activity.
Each treatment rendered.
Treatment.
(i) JUAS - Mental Hygiene
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Takes such therapeutic and preventa-
tive measures as are consistent with
highest standards of mental therapy
relative to individual beneficiaries
referred to the unit. Includes se-
cretaries, stenographers, typists and
other clerical personnel whose speci-
fic functl ons are solely confined to
the sub-activity.
Bach treatment rendered.
Treatments.
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( j) JUAS - Administrative
1. Definition: Coordinating the administrative
activities of the Medical Division;
providing mail, messenger and typing
pool service; maintaining treatment
files, rating files and general
division files; maintaining control
of all case folders within the divi-
sion; submitting recurring and non-
recurring reports produced within
the division; includes Chief, Admin-
istrative Section ana all clerical
personnel.
2* WLFD: Man hours expended by the employees
of the Administrative Section, Medi-
cal Division.
3. WLF: Man hour.
(k) JUAS - Hospitalization
1. Definition: Processing applications for hospital-
ization; arranging for bed in con-
tract and provate hospitals and State
Homes; referring applications to VA
Hospitals for completion or process-
ing; receiving and initiating corres-
pondence pertaining to hospitaliza-
tion; maintaining statistical and
control files, including stocks of
forms required by revised adminis-
trative procedures.
2* WLFD x Each application for Hospital Treat-
ment or Domiciliary Care processed.
3. WLF: VA Form P-10, Application for Hospi-
tal Treatment or Domiciliary Care*
(
1)
JUAS - Pension Examination
1* Definition: Processing requests for examination
of veterans including certain veter-
ans of allied countries and for
other agencies of the government;
scheduling requests for examination
either by VA olinics or designated
doctors; receiving and initiating
correspondence pertaining to pension
;
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1. (Cont’d) examination applications: maintain-
ing statistical and control files.
2. WLFD: Each report of and request for
physical examination processed.
3. WLF: (1) VA Form 2545, Report of Physi-
cal Examination.
(2) VA Form 2507, Request for
Physical Examination.
(m) JUAS - Dental Out-Patient
1. Definition: Receiving requests for out-patient
dental examination and treatment;
obtaining rating on applications;
determining eligibility scheduling
with VA Clinics or designated den-
tists; processing requests; handling
miscellaneous correspondence per-
taining to out-patient dental exam-
inations and treatments; maintaining
statistical and control files.
2. WLFD: Each Dental Record Chart and Oral
Examination Blank processed.
3. WLF: VA Form 2570, Dental Record Chart
and Oral Examination Blank.
(n) JUAS - Medical Out-Patient
1. Definition: Processing requests for out-patient
medical examination, treatment and
medication; scheduling with VA clinics
or designated doctors; receiving and
initiating miscellaneous correspond-
ence pertaining to medical out-pati-
ent problems; maintaining statistical
and control files; supplying informa-
tion requested by telephone.
2. WLFD: Each application for Out-Patient
Treatment processed.
3* YJLF: VA Form 2827, Application for Out-
Patient Treatment.
(o) JUAS - Orthopedic and Prosthetic Appliances
1* Definition: (1) Receiving and processing tnat
portion of the medical out-patient
requests pertaining to orthopedic
-1
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1. (Cont*d)
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
and prosthetic examination and treat-
ment; processing requests for appli-
ances; procuring and issuing appli-
ances; determining stump sock and
battery requirements; and procuring
and issuing them; performing admini-
strative services of Orthopedic Shop;
receiving and initiating correspond-
ence pertaining to orthopedic and
appliance function.
(2) In addition to proper handling
of paper work, this activity involves
consultations via telephone with the
professional staff, appliance manu-
facturers and suppliers and with the
veteran himself.
Each request for Supplies or Services
other than Depot Items processed.
VA Form 2237, Request for Supplies or
Services other than Depot Items.
(p) JIIAS - Eligibility
1. Definitions Processing out-patient and hospitali-
zation requests for establishment of
eligibility; receiving and initiating
miscellaneous correspondence related
to the determination of eligibility;
maintaining statistical and control
files, answering numerous telephone
requests for information relative to
veterans* eligibility.
2. WLFD: Each application form processed.
3. WLF: VA Form 2827, Application for Out-
Patient Treatment; and VA Form P-10,
Application for Hospital Treatment
or Domiciliary Care.
(q) JUAS - Voucherlng
1. Definition: Preparing budget estimates and re-
ceiving allotment of funds for pro-
curement of services, obtaining sup-
plementary funds if necessary; in-
cumbering funds committed on author-
izations; receiving bills and prepar-
ing vouchers for authorized services
rendered; submitting vouchers to
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1. (Cant’d)
2. WLFD:
3. WLF
i
Finance for payment; receiving and
initiating correspondence pertaining
to the Vouchering fxmction; process-
ing invoices for unauthorized servi-
ces; maintaining statistical and con-
trol files; straightening out ques-
tioned files; reconciling vouchering
with doctors* records.
Each handling of an authorization
for Furnishing Medical or Dental
Services processed.
Vouchers handled during processing.
(r) JUAS - Reception
1. Definition:
2. WLFD:
3. WLF:
Performing reception functions for
the Division; preparing out-patient
or hospitalization applications for
applicants applying in person; re-
ceiving and routing out-patients and
pension examinees to and from the
clinics; providing nonprofessional
advice for the veteran in response
to his questions.
Each person interviewed.
Interviews.
c. Reports Control Symbol - Reports Control Symbol BOP-9 has been
assigned this report.
6. Work Measurement Data Sheet - To facilitate the preparation of the
above report, the Work Measurement Data Sheet, VA Form BO-P-116 will be
maintained for each workload factor recorded. Experience has shown that
this can best be done by the supervisor in charge of the segment produc-
ing the work load factor, (a copy of the form is attached as Exhibit B.)
Instructions for the maintenance of this sheet follow:
a. Heading - Organizational elements in order of magnitude. Fill in
only as far down as the largest organizational element into which the
work load factor falls. If the workload factor covers the entire division
the heading is completed to include division only.
(1) Station - Self explanatory.
(2) Service - Applicable to Branch Office only.
(3) Division - Self explanatory.
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(4) Section - Self explanatory.
(5) Unit - Self explanatory.
(6) Group - Self explanatory.
(7) Justification Unit Activity - )
) See
(8) Justification Unit Activity Subdivision - ) para . 5b
,
) above.
(9) Work Load Factor - )
(10) Month Ending - Self explanatory.
b. Line Entries - Line entries will be made daily* The last three
lines. Standard", Standard Man Hours and Effectiveness will be left blank
pending further instructions*
c* Columnar Entries
(1) Column 1 - Day - Enter date.
(2) Column 2 - Number of Persons on Payroll - Enter number of
employees regularly assigned to accomplish the workload
factor reported.
(3) Column 3 - Normal Man Hours - Multiply the entry in Column
2 by the normal hours of the day being reported. (If a
station is on a 44 hour week - Monday through Friday will
be multiplied by 8 hours and Saturday by 4).
(4) Column 4 - Deductions - Leave - Enter in this column the
total man hours used on reporting day for all types of
leave, (if a station is on 44 hour week, leave taken on
Saturday will be included in this report).
(5) Column 5 - Deductions Loaned - Enter in this column actual
man hours the individuals reported in Column 2 are away from
the activity performing work for another activity. Include
all time spent for attendance at training programs.
(6) Column 6 - Additions - Overtime - Ekiter total overtime hours
worked above administrative work week by employees reported
in Column 2.
(7) Column 7 - Additions - Borrowed - Enter totel hours (both
regular ana overtime) worked by persons borrowed from other
activities.
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(8) Column 8 - Man Hours Expended - Enter in this column the
difference between the sum of the entries in Columns 3, 6
and 7 and the sum of the entries in Columns 4 and 5.
(9) Column 9 - Work Load Factors Completed - Enter in this
column the number of work load factors produced, (see
paragraph 5b and 6a (9) above.)
d. It is suggested that a file of the Work Measurement Data sheets
be maintained.
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